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Abstract
Digital information is omnipresent, and access is almost unavoidable. Technology advances and
comes at us in waves that take over and then tend to linger. iGen is the first generation to be
born into this advanced technology and the state of constant “plugged-inness” to the Internet.
iGen has not experienced a different, predominantly analog, world, but baby boomers,
generation X, and millennials – many of whom now use Internet-connected technology heavily –
can attest to how they have changed as it integrated into their lives. Along with many other
areas of life, learning has also changed with technological progress. From analog learning to
digital – pre-iGen generations can describe the difference. Having not experienced the transition
and therefore being unable to describe the difference, how does iGen learn, what does it learn
based on the way it learns, and who drives and inspires iGen to learn more, and what are some
traits that iGen and millennials share? This autoethnographic research seeks to examine iGen,
millennials, pop culture, learning, technology, and the Internet with the purpose of assessing
and helping to assess how iGen’ers learn information using technology based on whom they
learn from, while also attempting to take a closer look at and at least begin to answer these
questions.
Keywords
iGen, Generation Z, millennials, shallow learning, BTS, BTS ARMY, BTS influence on learning,
role models, social commentary, Twitter, learning in the fandom, autoethnography,
introspection.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction: How Does How We Learn Influence What We Learn and Whom
We Learn From
When was the last time you checked your phone – be it to look something up or check
notifications? Perhaps, you are following a specific topic that you care about or, perhaps, you
are waiting to hear back from someone on social media. Perhaps, it is a reminder of something
you have already forgotten. Perhaps, you are finding yourself falling behind on tasks that should
have been completed because you have spent too much time online with no apparent benefit
and now trying to catch up. Maybe your catching-up consists of switching on the Do Not Disturb
mode on your phone and getting to work or speed reading for an upcoming class and trying to
take in as much as possible. If any of the above even remotely describes something you do,
perhaps, this paper can address some of your concerns, even if you speed read it too.
You know you are surrounded by digital technology. It is a part of your dwelling at least
to some degree: your room, your workplace, your classroom. Have you ever stopped and
thought about how technology and your dependence on it affect you: how you sleep, how you
shop, how you eat, how you sort information, how you interact with tech and people as a result
of it being present in your life? If you did, then, perhaps, as you read this, you may find some
answers. If you have noticed changes in yourself, you are not alone; I noticed those changes in
myself too for I am constantly plugged-in, and I hardly ever use the Do Not Disturb mode on my
phone even when I have to study. If you find yourself struggling with retaining information that
you must swim through, you are not alone.
Technology and the state of ever “plugged-in-ness” may create shallow learning, which I
will define as the absence of deep connections formed as the result of elaborate interaction with
information. This research is designed and written for various audiences interested in iGen, pop
culture, learning, technology, and the Internet. It began with the purpose of assessing and
helping to assess how iGen’ers approach and “learn” information using technology and based
on whom they learn from but grew beyond just looking at the digital natives – iGen. Rather than
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just focusing on iGen’ers and the implications of growing up with technology, I have begun to
draw frequent comparisons between myself, a young millennial, and iGen’ers: how we comment
on and interact with technology, and how we approach learning in the age of accessibility to
information. My hope is that thanks to connections to pop culture, this research paired with
cultural criticism will be as interesting as it is relevant.
This research began with exploring the habits and approaches US iGen takes to
learning, i.e. how it approaches gathering information, what information it remembers, and
whether it is inspired to learn from teachers, parents, peers, or role models online. Since
iGen’ers do not work for pay as much as generations before, live with parents longer, date less,
and grow up slower overall (Twenge, 2018) in the age of technology, iGen’ers need to realize
that there are certain social skills or experiences they may be missing out on because life
decisions happen in person most of the time. Per Albert Bandura’s Social Learning Theory,
children observe and imitate their role models, and these role models reinforce certain
behaviors (as cited in Ormrod, 2019).
iGen is the largest and the most diverse population in the USA, and its representative
population is school and college students who are also entering the workforce, the youngest of
them will not graduate high school until 2030 (Twenge, 2018). Assessing how they learn and
who drives or inspires iGen’ers to learn more is beneficial to know not only for employers,
educators, administrators, marketers, and policymakers but also for iGen’ers themselves. Most
importantly, iGen must analyze and strive to comprehend the darkness that comes with
spending prolonged time online since depression rates for young people are soaring, as well as
the demand for counseling services (Twenge, 2018).
As iGen limits its live social interactions and increases its online presence, it, even
though it may seem like the opposite to some, still learns things (the question “which ones?” is
very much valid). Paired with cultural criticism, this research will be connected to social learning
theory, attempting to explore the behaviors and values iGen’ers learn as they grow up with
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heavy online interactions. It is also important to explore whether iGen’ers see the value in
storing lots of information in the brain when they can simply look it up online.
We are in the age of quick access to information. We are frequently interrupted by
technology while on task, and we use technology to distract ourselves. Due to the technological
changes that occurred since 1995, be it the transition from analog to digital music or on-demand
movies from the comfort of one’s home, iGen’ers do not have any experience transitioning
(Stefano, 2020) from analog (think encyclopedias, indexes, library catalogs, cassettes or vinyl
records) to digital technology; they were born into the Internet plugged-in world where they
frequently learn by cherry-picking because they have an opportunity to do so. Does cherrypicked information get filed away to be retrieved later or does it stay only long enough to be
used in the moment and then forgotten?
When considering how and what iGen’ers learn and who they are inspired by to learn,
you will see the following terms used:
1. iGen, iGen’ers (also known as Generation Z, Gen Z) – the generation born between
1995 (the birth year of the Internet) and 2012 (Twenge, 2018).
2. Millennials – the generation born between 1980 and 1994 (Twenge, 2018).
3. Generation X – the generation born between 1965 and 1979 (Twenge, 2018).
4. Baby boomers – the generation born between 1946 and 1964 (Twenge, 2018).
5. Cherry-picking – selecting information sporadically, in sections, via word search rather
than obtaining it by reading linearly, from start to end, and synthesizing the findings.
6. Medium – while the meaning of medium for most users will be a channel of
communication, in this context I am adding the following: extension of ourselves, or a
tool, which allows for a change to the environment to be enacted (McLuhan, 1964). It is
imperative that you, the reader, rewire your brain to think of the medium as a tool, the
thing that modifies.
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7. Message – commonly known to mean content, point, or statement, in this context is a
change in the dynamic of things (McLuhan, 1964). It is also very important that you think
of the message as a result rather than content. It takes some labor to rethink both
medium and message, but, once you do, your view of the world acquires an extra layer
of depth.
8. Learning – a broad term encompassing processing, storing, and retrieval of information,
as well as a reflection on experience, the act of discovery of information, change in
behavior (message) based on the information learned and experience acquired
(medium).
9. Shallow learning – the absence of deep connections formed as the result of elaborate
interaction with information.
10. Long-term memory (LTM) – “a relatively permanent information storage system that
enables one to retain, retrieve, and make use of skills and knowledge hours, weeks, or
even years after they were originally learned” (APA Dictionary of Psychology).
11. Short-term memory (STM) – “the reproduction, recognition, or recall of a limited amount
of material after a period of about 10 to 30 seconds” (APA Dictionary of Psychology).
12. Working memory – “short-term maintenance and manipulation of information necessary
for performing complex cognitive tasks such as learning, reasoning, and comprehension”
(APA Dictionary of Psychology).
13. Mental model – “any internal representation of the relations between a set of elements”
that “can be manipulated to provide dynamic simulations of possible scenarios and are
thought to be key components in decision making” (APA Dictionary of Psychology).
14. Analog interactions – social interactions that occur in analog life, i.e. in the environment
where one is present to physically interact with objects.
15. Online interactions – social interactions that occur in the digital space, transcending
geographical and often language boundaries (thanks to technology).
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16. Information hunting – deliberate search of specific information with the purpose to
accomplish a goal.
17. Information overload – constant access to and the inability of getting away from the
influx of information due to the tools provided by technology to stay up to date.
18. Role model – by means of a flexible definition is an entity holding influence knowingly or
unknowingly over the follower.
It is now impossible to imagine learning without technology. As the education system
relies more and more on tech, how much and in what ways does it affect learning, and how
much of that learning sticks? Living life online provides its own system of positive and negative
reinforcements which must contribute to the formation of mental models, or manipulatable
patterns (maybe it is what we call wisdom), about life and behavior.

Problem Statement and Justification
This paper explores two questions:
1) What trends are exhibited by iGen’ers and how do they compare to corresponding
actions or attitudes of millennials.
2) What are the implications of heavy online presence and constant access to
technology by iGen from an early age and what effect does it have on information acquisition,
retention, retrieval, and on the information itself.
Several sub-questions will be needed to fully consider the topic. Being different from
millennials as far as live interactions in the analog world and very heavy use of technology are
concerned, one area of focus will be how iGen’ers learn outside of the classroom when they
spend so much free time online and encounter others in the vastness of the Internet, and what
role do role models online play in encouraging learning in iGen? What influence do heavy
technology use and prolonged exposure have on the formation of mental models (or patterns of
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knowledge) in long-term memory, and how do they form as a result of organizing chunks of
information from events, experiences, impressions in the working memory?
We constantly evaluate information while spending time online which is mentally taxing
since it takes extra effort at times to determine how true something is. In the age of the Internet
and personalized content, evaluating information is the skill that is crucial for making sense of
the world and not falling victim to misinformation spread by bots and trolls. If evaluating takes
high cognitive bandwidth, then how much retention takes place? If reading turns into skimming
and thinking gets overwhelmed by information and distractions coming from all directions, then
iGen’s brains, some might argue (Carr, 2011), may be somewhat different from the brains of
millennials and generations before – something that cannot be argued or verified at this time
since the oldest of iGen are only in their early 20s when their brain is not even fully developed
yet. It also does not factor in unanticipated consequences that are not yet recognized.

Purpose and Results Expected
The purpose of this work is to (1) explore how technology affects iGen’s approach to learning in
general, (2) discuss the implications of iGen’s heavy technology use and online presence on
information acquisition, retention, retrieval, and formation of mental models as well as (3)
discuss tacit and implicit learning that occurs as the result of interactions iGen has online. One
path to this will be by examining the BTS fandom ARMY, and the extensive online
communications that exist, and finally 4) comment on the findings by comparing and analyzing
observations of myself as the single research subject representative of the millennial population.
At the start of this research, I speculate that iGen’ers do not store information that they
can google (proper noun turned a verb), and iGen’ers’ curiosity, paired with having access to
technology, will drive them to look up things they do not know or things they are interested in
learning more about based on need and inspiration.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review: Digital Technology & Learning, Social Media, Generations,
and a Fandom
This research is concerned with the effects of Internet-connected technology and social
media use by iGen on the processes of learning. It is necessary to discuss them through a lens
that will offer structure and clarity. To this end, we will start with the work of Marshall McLuhan,
a Canadian philosopher, and, hopefully, realize the structure and clarity that is needed.
In the 1960s, McLuhan considered how media, theoretically simply a conduit for the
transfer of information, actually shapes and transforms that information. After much
consideration he concluded that not only does the medium shape the message, “the medium is
the message” (McLuhan, 1964).
He gave the two words – medium and message – a new, enhanced meaning aside from
what we know commonly. In common discourse, people are used to understanding message as
content and medium as the means of delivering that message. Like Alice through the looking
glass, McLuhan’s work transforms the view of media and introduces the reader to new concepts
about media.
1. Medium – in addition to the expected definition as a means of communication, McLuhan
adds the idea that it is an extension of ourselves, or a tool, which allows for a change to
be born. His example – language – is an extension of our thoughts from the silence of
mind to the vocalization of speech with an additional element of written language and
literacy (Gee, Hayes, 2011) – the ability to write and read which allowed
intergenerational conversation through recording of thoughts and speeches.
2. Message – even though it carries its familiar explicit content, it is the implicit content, the
effect that it has on the observer that becomes the message that McLuhan focuses
upon.
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3. Ground – the theoretically unnoticed background upon which the message plays, and
which is more often than not unnoticed by the observers, like, for example, the
applications that run Twitter, Facebook, or a webpage.
4. Figure – the things we think we are supposed to notice that play on the ground, for
example, the content of a tweet, blog post, or Facebook page.
According to McLuhan, the message is not only content but the change that content
causes in the observer or user and the meaning of the way this content is presented. It is
fundamentally different from how society previously used the word message. The message is
now the result, the change in attitudes which, beyond the surface of what is observable, subtly
and passively creeps into the established state of affairs by rubbing on different elements
comprising the ground, or environment. The medium, being an extension of ourselves,
according to McLuhan, allows us to enact change to the environment. Since change emerges
from everything we create or conceive, all these ideas and creations are media, says McLuhan.
Being called an equation, let us visualize “the medium is the message” as such:
Medium – “anything from which a change

=

Message – change in the dynamics of

emerges” (as cited in Federman) and an

things, patterns, scale, the order of

extension of ourselves.

affairs.

The key word that appears on both sides of this equation is change. One brings change to the
environment, the other – to the attitude or behavior of the receiver. If the medium enacts change
and the message results in change, then medium equals message. In a more concrete
example, looking at Twitter changes the way you look at information. Changing the way of
looking at information changes the way we approach learning and what we do while learning
because learning is all about working with information. To explore this “the medium is the
message” concept further, let us apply this equation to what is in the center of this research and
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subsequent commentary: iGen (aka generation Z), social media, and learning about the world
and social interaction in the age of online.
McLuhan’s philosophy is useful when breaking down the question at hand: how does
how we learn influence what we learn and whom we learn from? Thus, keep in mind that a
medium is a tool that enacts change, and a message is the effect or result of that change being
applied to the environment.

Medium, or the How
Literacy is much younger than the spoken language itself. Humans always
communicated to share information. It is when the need to preserve the spoken information and
transport it arose, literacy began to develop. Little-by-little, universally recognized in that
community symbolism became reflected in chiseled stone or in the strokes of a brush to
transcribe that society’s language. A language lives as long as there is a human to wield it.
Ever since humans began to use tools, their development led to productivity and more
creativity. Technology truly aided, drove, and will drive our development into what we are today
and what we are going to be. With two views on technology (Carr, 2011) – “technological
determinism” (dubbed by Thorstein Veblen) and instrumentalism – is it always one or the other?
Are developments in technology uncontrollable by us and are a force of their own developing on
its own accord or is technology a mere tool that is wielded by us for our convenience and gain?
Media bring unanticipated consequences, says McLuhan, and, in his view, being able to assess
and pre-anticipate possible fallout of media can help us in preventing negative and potentially
damaging consequences. By the same token, is the Internet an ever-evolving and exponentially
growing (and potentially malevolent) organism of its own, ensnaring the minds young and old, or
is the Internet just a tool we use to make storage and transfer of information fast and seamless?
With the evolution and utilization of technology, the authors of Literacy and Learning
point out, we lose some things while also gaining something in return (Gee, Hayes, 2011). We
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are losing family newspaper reading circles, reading good (or bad) novels from cover to cover
by the fireplace, or lengthy research nights of reading and notetaking in the library as well as
studying poetry mechanics and applying them when writing poetry. In McLuhan’s (1964) words:
“Our new electric technology that extends our senses and nerves in a global embrace has large
implications for the future of language” (p. 80) which is already evident in the texting language,
Internet jargon, and memes all of which have become part of the spoken language. Even
though books may just be good for provoking “further thoughts” (Eco, 1996) and improving
memory among other things, social media is readily available and familiar, and content on the
Internet populates uncontrollably and constantly. Technology and access to the Internet have
added to the language. Twitter writing can be short, even though Twitter allows building threads.
This is a type of literacy, which Eco (1996) calls “pseudo-literacy of computers,” baby boomers
are learning and adapting to, millennials are comfortable with, and iGeners were born into.
Before the invention of a printing press, manuscripts were restricted to the literate few –
nobility and the clergy, so pictures within cathedrals were the only means to teach commoners
about the Bible. Before the spread of literacy, the “medieval cathedral was a sort of permanent
and unchangeable TV program that was supposed to tell people everything indispensable for
their everyday lives as well as for their eternal salvation” (Eco, 1996). Who needs a book? – a
distraction that would provide extra information and leave itself for interpretation and questioning
of the status quo. Humanity, thus, has seemingly completed the circle in its relationship with
literacy: from static, pictorial sharing and receiving of information, to the widely available printed
word, back to the understanding of the world through images, though now they are moving on
TV (Eco, 1996; in reference to McLuhan, 1962) until a while later a computer was invented, and
that computer needed programming. The developments in computer technology have
eliminated the need for an average user to know programming – as you know, computers are
visual now, offering the Internet and a window for multimedia information.
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iGen does not read much print media, neither do iGen’ers seem interested in reading
books from start to end when they can just google what they need (Twenge, 2018). While losing
on oral tradition and storytelling, we are speaking to computers, smartphones, TVs, gaming
consoles, and virtual assistant AI. As much as we lost to technology, we gained lots too: ease of
access to information – based on research or experiences, text-to-speech technology and
annotation, color coding and notetaking in digital textbooks and articles, text search based on
keywords, and voice notes to name a few.
Technology changed our relationship with books forever. Let me paint you a picture
illustrating the “the medium is the message” concept. Google has been digitizing books for
years intending to create a massive database accessible by all. Carr (2011) proposes that by
digitizing books, Google is ripping them apart, negating the craft that went into sequencing
sentences, paragraphs, and chapters and allowing the reader to reduce the amount of work
necessary to read the book to create a sound opinion. Reading is, after all, a laborious process.
You argue that a book is a book regardless of its form – digital and searchable or hardcover and
smelling of ink – but Google might have a different opinion. Aside from basic tactile difference,
the handling and the relationship has changed from the very start: there is more openness,
more surface transparency, and less wonder. There is less time needed to explore and get to
know the book, instead allowing the reader to take what is needed and move on. These ideas
and images return us to the cherry-picking approach to learning – the message of the digitized
world. Perhaps, it is unavoidable. Perhaps, that is how learning will continue because such is
the new dynamic. The tools – various digital technology and the Internet – are available, and we
almost have no choice but to use them to keep up and be productive. It is doubtful that
everyone thinks deeply of how new technological developments are going to change our day-today dynamics before trying a new piece of technology, and if someone does stop and think
about a possible message (recall McLuhan’s definition again) of the new given piece of tech,
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chances are, that person will still use it just because it makes their life easier, and change that
comes, as a result, is then just natural.

Message, or the What: The Effect of the Online World on iGen
As it is going to take quite a while for us to see the changes and results of iGen growing
up with tech – almost coming out of the womb with a smartphone – it may be an interesting
exercise for the imagination. It is impossible and impractical to generalize teenagers just as it is
impractical to generalize other generations. Learning may be severely affected by constant
access to technology and the Internet – something only time will show us, however, when
iGen’ers are in their mid-forties to late fifties. Recall McLuhan and his idea of the message – the
message is not immediately seen in the ground, or context, or surrounding environment.
The following sections about skilled information hunting, shallow learning, information
overload, lack of social interaction, access to role models online, physical brain changes – are
all possible messages and just a few of them. These few messages were selected based on my
research and my own experience with technology, as well as my interactions with iGen and
fellow millennials, and my interactions and experiences online. As this work is a blend of
research and social commentary, you may find yourself experiencing strong feelings or the
desire to argue. Please know: none of the statements below are meant to generalize iGen,
millennials, or humanity in general or meant to be declarative and final. Instead, they are meant
to open and feed a conversation.

The Internet and the Brain
The availability of technology and constant access to the Internet has changed how we
learn. Some argue that our brains physically change as the result of Net use (Carr, 2011) with
certain areas growing and activating more intensely thanks to neuroplasticity. Nicholas Carr,
who identifies himself as a baby boomer, in the first five chapters of The Shallows (2011) covers
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topics like the transition from analog to digital he has experienced in his 30s and the changes in
his brain’s work he has noticed. He also discusses the evolution of humanity’s views on the
brain – from once we become adults, our brain solidifies, to neuroplasticity – the idea that our
brain constantly changes based on what we do with it.
The thing that may be of the greatest note is that Carr’s ideas echo McLuhan. Consider
McLuhan’s thoughts on consciousness stated first in 1964:
Rapidly, we approach the final phase of the extension of man—the technological
simulation of consciousness, when the creative process of knowing will be collectively
and corporately extended to the whole of human society, much as we have already
extended our senses and nerves by the various media. Whether the extension of
consciousness, so long sought by advertisers for specific products, will be 'a good thing'
is a question that admits of a wide solution. (p. 3-4)
Sitting in front of my two screens, close to 60 years later, I am thinking of the grand
foreshadowing that was taking place when McLuhan was writing. There were no computers,
and there was no Internet, yet he somehow foresaw how technology will tie humanity in this
giant collective, connected by common media and aware of other media by the means of the
connector – technology. Digital technology has expanded us inward by providing us with the
means to store our outputs in a non-analog world. A lot of information that we encounter online,
we do not verbalize. Instead, this information is processed within as the electricity powering our
machines triggers intense electricity in our brains. In McLuhan’s (1964) explanation, “Whereas
all previous technology (save speech, itself) had, in effect, extended some part of our bodies,
electricity may be said to have outered the central nervous system itself, including the brain”
(p.247), meaning that electricity, and, consequently, digital technology, prompted the expansion
of our nervous system. He continues, “might not our current translation of our entire lives into
the spiritual form of information seem to make of the entire globe, and of the human family, a
single consciousness?” (McLuhan, 1964). Of all the words to pick from the English language,
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McLuhan uses the word translation. Let us take a look at this word a little closer and pretend we
are engaged in literary analysis where words especially matter. The word translation is used
commonly in the context of turning something into another language. The less common
application for the word translation is movement, transition, changing a form or shape from one
state to another.
With the Internet being accessible, we have indeed transitioned and moved ourselves into
virtual environments. Hidden from even ourselves, we may be housing our alternative (or true)
selves online, depending on whether we create content or just consume it and interact with it.
Because digital technology offers stimulation for our brains, keeping us entertained,
captured, ensnared for prolonged stretches of time, the world within it, the digital world, may be
more interesting to the user than the analog world. The world that Internet-connected tech offers
can be accessed from anywhere. Since iGen is more concerned with safety (Twenge, 2018),
staying inside, at home, is a safe choice that still allows exploration, engagement, and
entertainment. Echoes of McLuhan add a sinister tint to the wonders of the digitally-connected
world,
“With the arrival of electric technology, man extended, or set outside himself, a live
model of the central nervous system itself. To the degree that this is so, it is a
development that suggests a desperate and suicidal autoamputation . . .” (p.43)
McLuhan (1964)
Suicidal autoamputation is a peculiar choice of words: suicide is self-inflicted, and
autoamputation is also self-inflicted, which really implies that whether consciously or
subconsciously, by putting our faith in and relying on electronic technology as much as we do,
we deprive ourselves, leave ourselves out exposed yet untrained, while also contributing to the
mass collective consciousness when utilizing social media. It will be interesting to consider this
against the background we will see in reflecting on ARMY – a massive BTS fandom.
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Shallow Learning and Deep Learning with Tech and Social Media
What do iGen’ers do when they have to study? With technology available and ever so
powerful, they skim, they frequently cherry-pick passages that support their claims or the topic
of interest without reading deeply (Carr, 2011). It would be fair to speculate that any generation
with access to tech may have been guilty of cherry-picking, gliding over the text not left to right,
but diagonally, searching out content, and reading as if circling around – speed reading.
As our behaviors for searching for information change (Ge, 2010), we are developing a
new type of search and information hunting intelligence, while, some might argue, continuously
and rapidly losing word and deep analysis skills that focused, linear reading fosters (Carr, 2011;
Twenge, 2018; Beck & Wright, 2019). Although evident in some research, others argue that we
still use a blend of shallow and deep reading to strategically work with information (Lopatovska,
Sessions, 2016) for each of the approaches to processing information serves its own purpose.
As far as academic reading is concerned, there are the two types of academic (and probably not
only academic) reading – deep and surface reading – and strategies associated with each:
carefully reading to learn by highlighting, taking notes, making predictions and connections to
existing knowledge on the one hand, to rote learning, browsing (reading with no defined goal in
mind), skimming (just grasping content), and scanning (seeking specific information) on the
other (Lopatovska, Sessions, 2016). What Lopatovska and Sessions (2016) have discussed
was centered on graduate students who are clearly not iGen. If the article was published in
2016, these graduate students are at least millennials, and we know that millennials have
experienced technology differently from iGen.
It is still crucial to teach literary criticism and various lenses learners can apply in order
to analyze information as well as foster various reading approaches to youngsters. It is even
more crucial in the age of information-overloaded and frequently lazy learners. iGen’ers, as
aware and self-consciously woke as they are and as individualism-driven as they are, struggle
with distinguishing hate speech from a difference of opinion, preferring to hide from upsetting
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topics rather than confronting them head-on in a reasonable and logical discussion (Twenge,
2018). Make no mistake, this is not generalizing for we see lots of activism and social and
political involvement from iGen, like, for instance, using social media to organize youth climate
strikes around the world. As a college student experiences various classrooms in their school
careers, so as social media use and reach evolve – hence various social media platforms exist,
with the etiquette of their own (Tess, 2020). The behavior observed on Facebook is looser;
LinkedIn in is built on mutual, web-like connections; blogs are based and built for a community
of interest and involve a shared discourse (Gee, 2004; Eco, 1996). Bloggers post less
frequently compared to Twitter users. Blog posts are longer, more elaborate, more polished
whereas tweets are more in-the-moment. Tweets are quick bites of information. As referenced
in Tess (2020):
Selwyn (2010) argued that three interrelated concepts should
motivate the use of social media in higher education: the apparently
changing nature of the student who comes to the university
highly connected, collective, and creative; the changing relationship
that today’s university learner has with knowledge consumption,
knowledge construction, and formal education; the deemphasis
of institutionally provided learning and emergence of
‘‘user-driven’’ education. (p.A62)
The big fear of cherry-picked information being consumed is in its saturation with
someone else’s bias. Even though everyone has a bias, the young, consuming pre-digested
information, may be forming erroneous impressions and simplistic perceptions, ones that can be
highly damaging. Do a quick Internet search using a search engine of your choice, and you will
find many articles describing how extremists, be it white nationalists or green anarchists, for
example, fish for young pliable minds on social networks (Gibson, 2019). Some damage, if
done, may not be undone.
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Information Overload
Information overload is the curse and blessing of the 21st century. We, and not only
iGen, delete emails without opening them based on who sent them and what the subject line
says (Beck, Wright, 2019), just like we rip up yet another preapproved credit card offer we pull
out of the mailbox or throw yet another unrequested newspaper into the recycling bin. Echoing
Carr’s (2011) discussions on informational overload and Medina’s (2009) discussion of the
human brain’s inability to multitask, Klingberg (2009) states that the “demands of the information
society, with its copious information, simultaneous situations, pace, and distractions, make
many of us feel as though we are suffering from some sort of attention deficit” – struggling to
keep up with all the needs we have at this particular moment from various directions. Twenge
(2018) makes a point to bring up her observations of iGen doing homework while listening to
music and managing to check social media on occasion.
Beck and Wright (2019) say that “iGen students expect important information –
especially information requiring action – to be put directly in front of them” (p.25). As iGen’ers
are more likely to look at their phones than signs on walls, alerts should come via text
messages and apps in a to-the-point type of manner. Walking into a wall while looking at the
phone may be one of the messages (recall McLuhan) of attachment to smartphones. They allow
us constant access to information, contributing to the information overload we all experience,
something that both Carr (2011) and Twenge (2018) allude to. Smartphones have changed the
way we think, communicate, spend free time, and learn which is the message (again, recall
McLuhan, 1964) of the tool, the smartphone. Some research dedicated to exploring the
connection between smartphone use and learning (De Shields, Riley, 2019) concludes that
evidence of a “direct correlation” (p.37) between smartphone use and learning is still limited,
stating, however, that we are changing as learners as advances in technology come to us.
Old ways of learning will never return. New ways of learning have their own benefits:
finding whom to learn from, learning at one’s own pace, quickly finding information, and
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eventually going down a rabbit hole while exploring more, but doing it with more efficiency –
having multiple browser tabs or windows open, keywords highlighted, copy-pasting passages to
support or fit our narrative.
In the age of information overload, the whom may be a good teacher leaving handwritten
old-school notes or digital ones, which “can also be surprisingly effective” (Beck, Wright, 2019,
p.25); who would have thought? – all because they are authentic as well as personal. When
loads of content is computer-generated and mail-merged to still look personalized (although we
know it is not), people appreciate it when someone took the time to respond. Sommers (2006)
writes about the importance of feedback in “Across the Drafts,” which is dedicated to teaching
writing, but nevertheless speaks to the necessity of authentic feedback given by a human to
individual students, building a connection between the student and teacher. John Donne wrote
in 1624, “No man is an island entire of itself,” and a connection is something we all seek to
have.

Social Interaction: Depression, Anxiety, Fandom Friendships, and Cancel Culture
Even though teens who are socially engaged in both real life and online are less likely to
experience depression (Twenge, 2018), some are much less resilient. Will role models followed
online be good examples of how to handle social interactions? One of the pending questions is
at what point do they constitute learning?
Multiple writers (Twenge, 2018; Beck, Wright, 2019) stress mental health problems,
namely depression and anxiety, that iGen is experiencing growing up. iGen’ers spend lots of
free time online, and they look for interaction online. In fan communities, there is lots of
loneliness, just like there is lots of loneliness online in general. As iGen’ers find their role models
online, naturally, they want to interact with them, share their admiration, words of
encouragement, artwork, woes, and even call out undesirable behaviors – just because they
can. They do seem, however, to be unaware of the asymmetrical nature of online
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communication. The awareness of the one-to-many aspect of online communication seems to
be missing. Members of “the many” may not realize that they are not involved in 1:1
communication. Having seen a response neither from their role model nor from anybody else
can lead one to experience pain and severe disappointment. They may feel like the role model
is speaking to them directly, but a competition with others who feel the same way can make one
feel small and powerless. Sometimes public figures engage with their following, sometimes
they don’t, but the interactions and the way people interact with public figures makes an
interesting and revealing “studies for the future of communications” (Lee, p.6): what we can
learn about posts that gain lots of attention, for example.
Lack of human connection in the highly connected world – oh the irony – brings up the
need for fostering network- and communication-building skills through community forums,
career fairs, frequent discussions, and low-stakes meetings for iGen’ers who are, again, low risk
takers focused on securing a job and making a living (Twenge, 2018). In the seeming loneliness
of the online world, there are means for connection and finding friends – fandoms. Filled with
constant action: content creation, comments, games, activities, projects – fandoms are places
for constant access to information and interaction based on interest. Fandoms and online
communities of interest become a community that can make a real, analog-life change while on
the flip side, online communities have a darker side of herd mentality and mob rule (Lee, 2019),
something that Ronson (2015) dedicated a terrifying book to – public shaming in the Internet
age.
Ronson (2015) takes on the task of seeking out people whose careers and lives have
changed significantly in a matter of hours – all because their misdeeds and missteps have been
made public online. Sometimes, the disasters are of users’ own creation, like a careless tweet
shared and reshared and eventually widely condemned online; sometimes, the disasters are
created by others who dug something out. Public shaming, says Ronson (2015), saw a new rise
when social media has become widespread. In the past, one could get out of stocks, wash off
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the tomatoes, and move to a different village or, better, a city, and their shame would be left
behind or made as if nonexistent thanks to the anonymity that can be enjoyed in the new place.
With social media, shame follows one around no matter where they go. Mockery online can last
a while, and no area of activity is safe from public shaming, not even research (Campbell,
2018).
Since emotion is a powerful driver, online discussions can be emotionally charged. With
an endless variety of content and the ability to produce the said content easily, distinguishing
true from false in this world where things online are open for interpretation, will be imperative for
navigating the information which is often rooted in interpretation rather than a fact (Lee, 2019).
ARMY – the multinational and multicultural fanbase of the Korean 7-member band
Bangtan Sonyeondan, or BTS, as it is known around the world is the fandom I am taking a close
look at for I am also its member. I have always been interested in learning, then I became an
ARMY, then I decided to apply autoethnographic approaches to analyze this community and my
interactions within it because I have noticed that through my interactions with other ARMYs, I
was learning more. Considering the span of BTS popularity and the size of ARMY which has
grown significantly in the past few years and gained more mainstream attention, you may see
opinions that BTS and ARMY’s existence showcases collaboration and expression between
fans and artist, a consistent feedback loop between the artist and fans, motivation to achieve
and express one’s self, as well as inspirations for self-realization, socially responsible behavior,
engagement with the community, and positive self-image (Chang, Park, 2019). Internetconnected technology allows for human connection through the fandom rather than being the
means for alienation. Even though other research (Twenge, 2018) shows that teens are lonely
and spend increased amounts of time online, the vast BTS ARMY comes across as a united
and tight community. In the time that I have actively participated in the fandom, I have made
online friends around the world – all thanks to shared admiration for BTS.
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Role Models Online and Learning
As noted earlier, I have been closely following BTS and have become part of its multimillion, multinational fandom, ARMY. As a lifelong learner, an English teacher by training, text
analysis is something I just do. BTS is known to interact with fans via social media, including
Twitter, and ARMY – a very organized and passionate fandom – frequently takes over Twitter,
trending hashtags to spread BTS’s consistent message of self-growth, self-love, finding own
voice, and kindness. Twitter is a good place for gathering information, and there is plenty of
information relating to how BTS inspired the fans to learn – all by acting as good humans, being
online to connect with admirers, and releasing quality content.
The following is one of the examples I have come across on Twitter. The band is known
to be inspired by Carl Jung and explore the concepts of Persona, Shadow, and Ego in its art.
On February 2, 2020, BTS released a new song “Ego” as part of its new album, Map of the Soul
Persona: 7. The fan, having not understood the concept of Ego (relating it to negative
connotations associated with the word), did some quick searching and introduced themself to
the concept of Ego, and, thus, at least a piece of Jungian psychology. Is this sort of learning the
definition of cherry-picking discussed by Carr (2011) and Twenge (2018)? – highly likely; is it
going to inspire more, deeper learning? – it is possible; does the desire to understand the role
model serve as a motivation to learn? – it can be argued that yes.
Social solidarity among ARMY thanks to the bond with BTS motivates fans to mass
report abusive and toxic accounts on social media, mass email companies if there are mistakes
or oversights, which cannot help but make one think that if people were this united when it came
to political change, many things could have been accomplished. The flip side of such unity is
mob mentality – the tendency to adopt certain behaviors based on the discourse (Gee, 2004,
Eco, 1996) community or influence of the said community – which can lead to mass bullying. It
does not mean the entire fandom will band against the same person, but one person can attract
quite a bit of hate and “get canceled” if something that was said did not sit well with some
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people who happen to have a large following. Often, a large following is all it takes on social
media for something to take off – positive or negative (Ronson, 2015). What businesses and
politicians need to figure out is what it is that makes people be so emotionally invested –
positively or negatively.
Strong role models, even without explicitly calling for action, can inspire action in their
followers. As I am writing this sentence on April 5, 2020, the world is on lockdown due to
COVID-19, and I am working from home for the third week in a row. BTS ARMY, among trying
to cheer each other and BTS up and playing games, has been donating to CDC to fight the
novel Coronavirus and donating to other charitable organizations while also calling on each
other to stay at home.
This active participation in the BTS fandom translates into social learning (supporting
communities and individuals, spreading positivity and awareness, standing up for and loving self
and others, finding own voice and path in life) from a massive tribe of socially conscious fans of
various nationalities, creeds, genders, backgrounds, religious and political affiliations. These
tribes create their own political and ecological system by driving change through leaderless
dynamics. In this context, there is no one leader who presides over everyone. Some people
grow a large online following on Twitter, thus becoming leaders in their own way, however, their
following does not follow blindly. Having a large audience serves a purpose, of course, and
allows one to have a larger reach.
Unlike BTS, some role models online (just as much as in real life) may inspire learning
that is far from being a force for good (Gibson, 2019). The other side of the coin may reveal
alienated youngsters going down the rabbit hole containing racist, misogynist, homophobic,
nationalist content and interactions with toxic people who, hiding behind their screens, make
these young people feel heard, making them feel the connection with this tribe of misfits, making
them feel that they matter and are a part of the community of the misunderstood.
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Skilled Info Hunting
Fascinating it is how our learning changed thanks to technology. College students admit
to skimming and not deep reading, some even stating that reading a book nowadays does not
make sense when the seeker can just cherry-pick in the name of efficiency and variety.
Millennials and iGen are skilled hunters (Twenge, 2018) when it comes to research and
processing information. Carr (2011), a baby boomer, himself noted the changes that he has
experienced as a learner and a consumer of information with the spreading of technology and
the Internet: he felt like he has begun to turn into an information-processing machine. He noted
how with time more spent in front of the screen, he became less patient, feeling the hunger his
brain experienced for information and the desire to be connected. Even though we have
become less patient, we have indeed become smarter, says Carr (2011). We have become
aware of all sorts of things, and our scope is wider rather than deeper because we come across
such a variety of information on any given day. Our pattern recognition, speedy information
processing, and multitasking are becoming better and better, but a story has become noise. Our
brains, however, cannot multitask (Medina, 2009) – that is simultaneously focus on inputs that
require our attention. Imagine listening to two audiobooks at the same time, and you will
visualize it precisely.
Carr (2011) discusses learning to hunt for information in the age of the Internet, the
nature of human communication – from the oral tradition and its web-like nature to linearity of
reading and focus required to do so – to web-like patterns again as we became bombarded with
information all around jumping from link to link on the hunt. The linear nature of reading and the
concentration it requires has flipped again to the web-like nature of learning and interacting with
information. The development of literacy and the way to solidify our thoughts in writing (clay
tablets were technology just like a typewriter was) has allowed us to pass down our thoughts
and data to others, to store it, memorize it, connect it, and reflect on it. Writing has unloaded our
memory, made the oral storytelling craft unnecessary. Perhaps, the Internet is doing the same,
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but more. This may be something that will require additional time before we can view all of the
unintended consequences.
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Chapter 3 – Methods
Rationale for Autoethnography
Autoethnography is a blend of ethnography and autobiography. Ethnography initially was
meant to understand the "exotic other": culture, race, class, etc. Now ethnography serves
research to understand a population in question (Patton, 2002). Autobiography is known to us
as a personal narrative written by that person; it is a piece of writing where voice is of utmost
importance paired with vivid and eloquent storytelling. Combining "[c]reative narratives shaped
out of a writer's personal experiences within a culture and addressing to “academic and public
audiences" (Goodall, 2000, p. 9) is what autoethnographies strive to accomplish. By studying
their own culture and self as part of that culture to assess the way of life (Ellis& Bochner, 2000),
a researcher can create a representation that draws on generalities and provides a case study,
bringing the researcher – the supposedly (and oh so desirably) removed spectator – to the
center of the study.

Objections
As a genre, autoethnography has naysayers, some even dismissing it by equating it to a
selfie, a format lacking scientific rigor, dull, and employed by narcissistic millennials as they are
at times portrayed, therefore it is worth it to discuss objections to using it in academia for
research purposes. Although classical researchers like to pride themselves in their distance
from the subject, “[p]ostmodernists believe that the methods and procedures that are employed
in research are ultimately and inextricably tied to the values and subjectivities of the researcher”
(Bochner, 2000, as referenced by Patton, 2002), which means that any research has the
researcher imprinted on it. Depending on how the question is asked, the answer follows based
on the question. Quantitative research can be just as subjective as qualitative. Qualitative
research is not more or less than quantitative and vice versa. While there is an obvious
difference in a study of one person compared to a study of a thousand, the study of one may
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reveal truths that are just as important as those found in a study of one thousand. The point of
view that quantitative studies are superior – an illusion of objectivity – has been challenged by
Patton (2002) and Bochner (2000), among others. What if the survey you are given does not
account for your position?
For example, what if you are asked this question: “what do you NOT like about cake?”
and provided with the following choices: A) texture, B) icing, C) sugar, D) smell. What if you love
cake, and you love all of the above about it, but there is no such choice? – you are excluded,
forced to either pretend to dislike something about cake or not answer the question altogether. If
you have no option to skip the question, you must pick something, but is it reflective of you, the
participant? The point illustrated in the cake example highlights the idea that the way the
question is asked in quantitative research may indeed have a direct influence on the way the
question is answered. In the qualitative study, the answer to the cake question may be
amended. Granted, the scope of qualitative studies is significantly smaller. “For the most part,
those who advocate and insist on canonical forms of doing and writing research are advocating
a White, masculine, heterosexual, middle/upper classed, Christian, able-bodied perspective”
(Ellis, Adams, Bochner, 2011), thus the more variation there is in the demographics of
researchers themselves, the more variety there will be in the academia.
There are power dynamics in the world, dynamics based on race, skin color, sex,
gender, religious affiliation, education level, immigration status, job position, income, political
affiliation, etc., and it is important for autoethnographers to recognize that some of them may
have more advantages than others in the existing privilege dynamics (Edmonds, 2017;
Carspecken, 1996; Campbell, 2017) and make an effort to not make declarative statements for
each experience is subjective, and the goal of autoethnography is to open a conversation
between non-academics and academics and to carry it on without bullying each other. Aside
from autoethnography, social media platforms like Twitter serve as a channel for building the
conversation bridge (Burns, Blumenthal, Sitter, 2020). It is equally important, however, for the
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reader of a given autoethnography to consider the autoethnographer's position within the
research. I consider myself a small addition to diversity when I look at where I fit in as a human
and as a researcher.
Even though autoethnography may be problematic to some in the academic world, it
offers a valuable perspective and format, inviting others into academia (Rowe & Silverman,
2020) via engaging stories and analyzing patterns through academic lenses while illustrating
these patterns through robust storytelling. Griffin and Griffin (2019), having stated that
autoethnography is indeed a fitting approach for a millennial said it well:
[It is] useful to understand autoethnography as a quintessentially millennial methodology,
preoccupied as it tends to be with the self, identity, and underpinned by existential
uncertainty, perhaps even a sense of ontological precarity. Rather than damaging social
sciences with navel-gazing, autoethnography can allow greater honesty and validity and,
in some cases, a more robust and rigorous approach to self reflection. (p.16)
Millennial experience, as well as iGen experience, is saturated with uncertainty and instability of
being, at least compared to the kind Generation X and baby boomers experienced. We, at least
some of us, millennials, are wrestling with dilemmas like whether if ever to buy a house or start
a family (Twenge, 2018; Dimmock, 2019) and whether that higher education debt will ever pay
off in the long run – questions valid but the ones that do not have a definitive answer. These
experiences are not only outlined in the books but also by millennials and iGen’ers themselves
on social media.
Those who disregard autoethnography as an academic genre should take note that
“reliability refer [sic] to the narrator's credibility,” and “validity means that a work seeks
verisimilitude; it evokes in readers a feeling that the experience described is lifelike, believable,
and possible” (Ellis, Adams, Bochner, 2011, p.7). Writing an autoethnography is a balancing act
between remaining honest about self (Villegas, 2018), yet cognizant of the involvement of
others (even unintentionally) and selective of what stories to tell, an act that I will attempt to
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perform. Here are the most important questions to me when framing and delivering this work:
who will read it and how will these readers be affected by it, and how do I make sure the
conversation continues? (Ellis, Adams, Bochner, 2011), thus the goal is a conversation and not
the finality of statements that we really like in this world. To paint a vivid picture intertwined with
research, “[t]he solution for autoethnographers may, therefore, lie not in a prescriptive,
criteriological conception of rigour, but in an honesty and openness in relation to the creative
reflections of the researcher, and to how those creative reflections have been produced and
represented” (Griffin & Griffin, 2019, p. 18) as well as connected to the existing knowledge,
striving to add to it without being declarative or prescriptive.
When we attempt to separate things into black and white groups (where some instances
certainly live), we take away the shadows, and the world lives in the shadows. The worldview
that takes advantage of postmodernism offers us an approach and wording to even, at times,
embrace such shadows (Livni, 2018) no matter how irritating they are.

My Interpretation
We are in the world of Big Data. As we attempt to quantify everything, quantitative
research is what drives decision-making. To conduct quantitative research, one must have
quantifiable questions while looking for answers. But what does one do when they are looking
for questions to ask? – I have answered this question, as many before me have, with qualitative
research. Qualitative research is what is done when one is looking for questions to ask and how
to ask them, so the researcher’s goal then is to “allow the research process to be guided by the
themes emerging through literature and fieldwork rather than setting rigid aims from the start”
(Griffin & Griffin, 2019, p. 13) – precisely what happens during qualitative research – finding
what and how to ask questions, feeling the ground, looking at patterns, outliers, interesting
occurrences in the past and present and how they arise across literature in the field and, in my
case, outside of it.
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The meanings of the past are incomplete, and reusable based on our present. Our
stories are not at risk of distorting the past, but the story is not supposed to mirror one's life
(Bochner, 2000). The world of human perception is not real in an absolute sense, but it is
shaped by cultural and linguistic constructs. That is why there is no absolute truth at times as
many things are a product of perception formed due to experience in various environments. It is
also why some meanings cannot be translated between languages without sometimes spending
multiple sentences to deliver thought and nuance.
I approach this project with caution, realizing that once it is out into the world, it will take
on the life of its own, yet I am, as a research subject, a part of it which is especially scary in its
own way because it is about me. Fear is a deterrent and a propellant. Reading Campbell (2017)
describe the mockery that autoethnographers or other researchers employing creative
approaches experience online, recounting the hate she received on Twitter is chilling, especially
because my online dwelling is on Twitter, even more so because I am interested in discussing
learning that occurs on social media because of the interactions users have online. It is,
however, restorative to see that once she saw past trolls and bullies enjoying the anonymity,
she saw valid and challenging to the method questions.
Because a part of me will live within this project, I yet again deem it essential to
emphasize that it is meant to bring neither solid answers, nor finality to this topic but open a
conversation while serving as a snapshot of time. Just like one moment a photograph is taken,
the subject is changed to some, even minuscule degree, the next. I took on this project not out
of self-indulgence, although I am looking forward to producing a tangible piece of writing that I
will be satisfied with (Bui, 2013), neither is it being created for the sake of bringing attention to
myself (Wall, 2008). Rather, this research is conducted and delivered for the sake of finding and
sharing insight and perspective. My insights, although subjective and centered around my
perception of learning in the digital age within a fandom – can offer someone like me, someone
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who is at awe but also struggling with the implications of growing with technology and social
media – a verbalization of these ideas and feelings.
The Internet and social media have changed our world, especially as both have grown. It
has become such a part of our living experience, and when I say our, I mean predominately
millennial and iGen. We have seen how social media presence creeps into the analog world and
has a direct effect on it. Sometimes, this effect is beneficial, and sometimes – catastrophic
(Ronson, 2015), and just like many of you, I, too, have seen it happen on my Twitter feed. As a
young millennial, I have been learning to use social media and learning from it. The more I
learned about learning and teaching, the more I got interested in learning via social media, the
more I thought of the possible long-lasting implications, something McLuhan (1964) calls
messages. Think about it for a moment: college graduates are frequently tasked with creating a
digital portfolio (as a graduate of a teacher preparation program, I had created a now-neglected
web portfolio), and academics are frequently encouraged to build their online presence (Burns,
Blumenthal, Sitter, 2020) to connect with and be more visible to the people outside of academia.
We are being channeled to create an online persona, and we are constantly learning how to do
it.
To aid this work, I have conducted a literature review that colors outside the lines, and
breaks the mold if you will; one that draws from multiple sources – scholarly and non-scholarly –
that may seem unrelated initially, but which I hope to bring together into a meaningful, unified
whole. This is the beauty of learning: there is so much to it, and, as it is said, sharing is caring,
so "[t]o assume that anything is made in research by the magical solitude of the researcher is at
once humanistic, selfish, and frankly delusional" (Warfield, 2019, p. 148). After all, researchers
are developed through the intertwining of past experiences of research conducted by others. By
the same token, I realize that my research, built from research conducted by others, is another
branch that I can add to the academic community. Even though I am observing myself, I am still
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responsible for being ethical and honest: not only with my reader but also with myself. Both are
tough.
What I can offer in this work is perspective: perspective built on my interactions with and
observations of iGen, Gen X, and baby boomers. By analyzing the past, observing the present,
and speculating about the future and applying the knowledge gathered through research, my
observation of myself, and analyzing data which I have collected on myself, I am looking tell a
story of one human in academia who accesses the academy, and topics via live interactions,
email, learning management systems, and Twitter. My data will serve as an illustration of certain
trends exhibited by iGen’ers while also being illustrative of millennial trends.

Participants & Setting
I am a single participant in this study. I am a white, privileged, healthy, decently
successful for my age and driven to improve my life woman, full-time employed graduate
student, married, and dead-on focused on self-actualization. I do not have a lot of financial debt,
and most of it is for the kindness I have received from people I have encountered in my life. I am
the Yuliya (the nickname coined by a friend from my undergraduate years) I am because I have
been helped up not only by my parents and close family but also by people who have come to
care about me wanted to see me grow.
As an immigrant to the USA, I am humbled to have made it to where I am thanks to the
support of people who have been there for me for almost a decade, and I feel empowered to
always keep going, no matter what chunk of land – big or small – I find myself on. My
experiences in life thus far have made me cosmopolitan, and I wish to remain as such for the
world is different now more than ever: it is connected, relatively open and navigable
(considering one has resources to navigate it), and technology is what has aided the creation of
such a world.
The study took place in Pennsylvania, USA.
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Data Analysis & Interpretation
In January 2020, I began keeping a journal where I recorded my thoughts based on the
interaction I have with social media, readings pertaining to learning in the Internet age, the
influence of Twitter on learning within the BTS ARMY fandom – all of which laid a foundation for
the thesis proposal as well as the focus of this thesis. It eventually made sense to use
autoethnography as a method of delivery and collect qualitative and quantitative data on myself.
Considering that a significant part of this study took place during COVID-19, I have had plenty of
opportunities to social distance and engage with the world using Internet-connected technology.
I became curious about how much time I spend on my phone and online: on Twitter, on
Instagram, streaming TV shows, unlocking my phone. I also wanted to see how my behaviors
change over time. By reviewing the visualized data of myself, I can make connections with other
literature or data. My journals are written in response to what I read – whether scholarly or while
surfing the Internet and in response to what I observe myself or others do or say. Although
organized, I wanted to see what words I use frequently, whether there are certain phrases or
means of expression I use. Codeswitching is not a new concept; we all do it. For example, are
there specific patterns that emerge when I write about BTS ARMY? Are there patterns when I
write about my interactions with technology and social media?
The software package Atlas.ti will be what I will use when looking at unstructured data
contained in my journal entries. One of the features of this software is the ability to create word
clouds. What do the words clouds mean? – that is up for interpretation, and it will be my job to
undertake that interpretation.

Procedures (How the Data Were Collected / Implemented)
Since the conception of the study, I have been saving screenshots of Twitter threads
and posts made by BTS ARMY, posts related to learning in a broad sense, cultural criticism,
community involvement, and cross-generational reflection on technology. Even though it is hard
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to say how old users are, finding different perspectives and utterances related to my interests
proved simply fascinating.
I have also been tracking my daily smartphone use while receiving weekly usage
breakdowns. Applications tracked are Twitter, YouTube, Snapchat, Chrome, Instagram, Google,
Spotify, and Sound Cloud among others. I am primarily focused on my Twitter use for it is my
most frequently used social media.

Materials & Data to Be Collected
The source material for this study consists of the following:
1. Records of my personal tweets as a member of the BTS ARMY.
2. Journal entries from January 2020 to July 2020 that discuss:
a. Twitter and learning among BTS ARMY, i.e. topics related to art, literature, and
social activism organized by the BTS ARMY.
b. The consequences of growing up with social media, i.e. digital nativism, DIY
citizenship, shallow learning, misinformation, clout chasing, cancel culture, and
anxiety.
c. What the Internet may be possibly doing to our brains, i.e. effect on working
memory, changes in how we think, what areas of the brain are engaged when we
are on social media, and how we have repurposed our brains overall since the
Internet became a commonplace and how that may affect how we learn.
3. Screenshots of tweets by BTS ARMY to draw parallels between my views and
experiences as well as to be illustrative of the major themes discussed in point 2.

Measurement Instruments
1. The app used to track my phone usage is called StayFree by StayFree Apps and is
focused on helping users learn self-control, overcome addiction to the phone and thus
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reduce screen time, procrastination, boost digital detox, increase a healthy relationship
with the phone, boost productivity and reduce overall distractions (StayFree, 2017). This
app provides weekly usage statistics that can be exported into an Excel document or
saved as charts in a .pdf file. StayFree will remind the user how much time they have
been spending using a specific app as well as notify the user if their usage has been
increasing. Thanks to users volunteering their data, StayFree will provide a comparison
to other users globally based on the app.
2. Twitter posts and threads. To protect user privacy (Zimmer, 2010), no reference will be
given to the user's Twitter handle, and no user will be quoted. Instead, I will summarize
ideas and provide anecdotal references.
3. Qualitative data processing software – Atlas.ti. Atlas.ti is the software that provides a
researcher with tools to explore and untangle the meaning of qualitative data like text,
audio, video, and images. Atlas.ti allows the user to code, or assign titles to, various
excerpts and extract meaning, even providing an opportunity to create networks based
on meaning, look at code co-occurrences, and create word lists or clouds out of a body
of the text. Atlas.ti is capable to also import data from Twitter and Evernote.
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Chapter 4 – Discussion of Yuliya’s Data
I was a little scared going into the analysis of my data. I knew that it will be revelational,
and I knew that I would practically be calling myself out in my Master’s thesis for my readers to
bear witness to. Now that I have collected all this information and a large collection of thoughts,
it was the easiest to start with building a chart of my phone usage which would serve as a sort
of lens for looking at qualitative data. Starting with the charts will be a path from general to more
specific; from larger patterns to puzzle pieces and illustrations. I will include excerpts from my
journals in gray fields to serve as the said illustrations.

StayFree Results
As I looked at my StayFree data, I was, and still am, astonished by the screaming evidence
of my extensive phone use. Let me break it down:
1. I have spent an average of 4 hours and 28 minutes just using apps daily. It involves all
the various apps I use: social media, listening to music, doing brief calculations, taking
notes and creating shopping lists, checking email multiple times a day, listening to
audiobooks, using a GPS navigator, texting, calling, watching various videos or
shopping.
2. Out of 4.5 hours above, I have spent an average of daily 56 minutes on Twitter: scrolling
through the timeline, reading threads and watching short videos, and leaving occasional
comments on BTS ARMY’s posts.
3. The above daily Twitter activities of mine come to an average of 6 hours and 35 minutes
a week spent in the blue bird app – the code word for Twitter.
September 8 – 14, 2020
Although the app use looks pretty consistent, and Twitter use fluctuates, overall,
my use of Twitter has slightly decreased in the past 11 weeks. I have decided to
keep tracking for the next few weeks to see how I use my phone considering that
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I am in the last semester of my Master’s program and should be spending as
much of my free time on work as possible. Clearly, I have not been doing that as
well as I thought.

Looking at the excerpt above, I realize that I may be demonstrating to some degree the
Hawthorne Effect which is characterized by people’s tendency to change their behavior if they
know they are being watched. Not only did I know that decreasing my usage was beneficial to
me – mentally and academically, I also knew that I will have to honestly report my findings, and
as damning as they may be, they should be somewhat respectable. Figures 1-4 show the
combined results collected by the StayFree app between June 15, 2020, and September 8,
2020.

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Although my Twitter usage has fluctuated, my phone usage overall remained pretty
consistent – about 4 hours a day. This was eye-opening, considering that there are 24 hours in
a day, out which I sleep for 7 and work for 8, leaving 9 hours of free time a day. Subtract 4
hours, and I am left with only 5 hours at my disposal – for homework, housework, self-care, and
analog socializing.
Building these charts proved to be a sobering experience. For comparison, as of
October 17, 2020, the global average for Twitter is 34 minutes, Instagram – 50 minutes,
Snapchat – 23 minutes, Spotify – 8 minutes, Hulu – 44 minutes. Over the past 7 days, I have
unlocked my phone 361 times, averaging daily at 51 times. I generally like to think that I am very
aware of myself as well as what I do. I am used to doing things that are good for me, as well as
the things that I have to do which are bound to bring a beneficial result in the future – like
studying or doing the chores promptly, so I am not one for picking instant gratification. I am
generally aware that I like to play with my phone, but I also rely on it to remind me about tasks,
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take me places reliably and, of course, entertain me. I also recognize that I am conditioned to
check my phone, keep up with the news and updates, and just keep it with me overall.
As I continued working on the thesis, I continued tracking my usage up to November 1,
2020. Figures 5 and 6 visualize the results from weeks 12 to 18.

Figure 5

Figure 6
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I was pleased to see that my usage has been continually dropping. The reason why I view this
decrease as a positive is because I am a graduate student who should be working on her thesis
– not scrolling her Twitter feed. Considering that my usage has been consistent over the tracked
weeks, I explain this drop by the increase in classwork as well as the overall nearing end of the
semester and graduate school. As I felt the pressure and the desire to do well mount, I have
begun to spend significantly less time on social media. Daily app usage has decreased, but
slightly between weeks 12 and 18. In these 7 weeks, my weekly averages reduced slightly: the
Twitter average was around 6 hrs, daily Twitter average – 52 minutes, and daily app average –
around 4 hrs.
Since perspective is everything, I have graphed all 18 weeks of data (Figures 7-9).

Figure 7
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Figure 8

Figure 9

Based on Figures 7-9, my weekly and daily Twitter averages have fluctuated, but daily app
averages remained relatively consistent. Overall, in the 18 weeks of tracking, my weekly Twitter
average was 6 hrs 23 min, daily Twitter average – 54 min, and daily app average – 4 hrs 1 min.
Week-by-week results as well as all averages are presented in Figure 10.
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Week #

Weekly Twitter Average
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Average
Week 1-11
Average
Week 12-18
Average
Week 1-18

Daily App Average

Daily Twitter Average

12 hours and 1 minutes
6 hours and 44 minutes
4 hours and 6 minutes
3 hours and 52 minutes
6 hours and 34 minutes
6 hours and 48 minutes
8 hours and 45 minutes
5 hours and 11 minutes
4 hours and 56 minutes
9 hours and 21 minutes
4 hours and 12 minutes
7 hours and 16 minutes
8 hours and 40 minutes
9 hours and 13 minutes
8 hours and 14 minutes
4 hours and 56 minutes
1 hours and 56 minutes
2 hours and 13 minutes

4 hours and 12 minutes
5 hours and 16 minutes
4 hours and 45 minutes
5 hours and 50 minutes
3 hours and 31 minutes
3 hours and 35 minutes
4 hours and 20 minutes
4 hours and 53 minutes
3 hours and 46 minutes
4 hours and 43 minutes
4 hours and 22 minutes
4 hours and 16 minutes
4 hours and 35 minutes
4 hours and 24 minutes
4 hours and 10 minutes
4 hours and 23 minutes
2 hours and 53 minutes
3 hours and 58 minutes

1 hours and 43 minutes
0 hours and 58 minutes
0 hours and 35 minutes
0 hours and 33 minutes
0 hours and 56 minutes
0 hours and 58 minutes
1 hours and 15 minutes
0 hours and 44 minutes
0 hours and 42 minutes
1 hours and 20 minutes
0 hours and 36 minutes
1 hours and 2 minutes
1 hours and 14 minutes
1 hours and 19 minutes
1 hours and 11 minutes
0 hours and 42 minutes
0 hours and 17 minutes
0 hours and 19 minutes

6 hours and 35 minutes

4 hours and 28 minutes

0 hours and 56 minutes

6 hours and 4 minutes

4 hours and 5 minutes

0 hours and 52 minutes

6 hours and 23 minutes

4 hours and 19 minutes

0 hours and 54 minutes

Figure 10

Coding with Atlas.ti
The word cloud (Figure 11) will be indicative of what this work is concerned with or what
it touches on. This word cloud was generated based on the journal I have kept between January
and July 2020. It is representative of my purpose as well as questions that will be addressed
(refer to Chapter 1) like questions pertaining to social media, learning within the BTS ARMY
fandom, technology and Twitter, information, culture offline and community online, and vice
versa.
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Figure 11

My process of getting to know Atlas.ti began with using simple features like word search
and auto-coding which essentially includes finding specific words or phrases and turning them
into a code. Thus, I initially auto-coded words and phrases which I remember using frequently.
Then, I have tried to search for words that correspond with the major sections appearing in my
literature review which proved to be somewhat useful, however, since I have given very specific
names to sections, they are pretty unique to be appearing in the journal as a standard way of
expression. As I read through auto-coded sections, I started to add additional codes to them –
sometimes also generic, and sometimes more specific. Verbalizing additional codes was helpful
because I was able to find additional sections in my journal that could be coded as well. Overall,
the process of coding is non-linear. I have discovered while working with Atlas.ti that linearly
coding the journal I have written is impractical. This journal is my maze, the maze I have created
and traveled, so I can teleport within it with ease and orient myself. For the sake of clarity, I will
use a hashtag in front of code words appearing in Atlas.ti.
For instance, I have used a combination of Yuliya and I almost 250 times which makes
sense since it is my journal, and I wrote my reflections in it. Having detected an air of illeism, I
have checked how many times Yuliya appeared in the journal – only 7. Next, I auto-coded
words like analog, anxiety, baby boomers, brain, BTS ARMY, community, critical thinking,
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culture, data, digital, discourse, iGen, learning, McLuhan, millennial, pop culture, social media,
technology, Twitter, values. Compared to the word cloud created out of my journal, the words
online, social, media, people, Twitter, learning, BTS, research, and use appeared frequently
which really encompasses the nature of my journals and plays into my thesis overall.
Eventually, after being amused by the number of words in each of my codes, I have begun to
create more specific categories derivative of the initial, very generic codes. Looking back at my
initial take on coding prior to getting Atlas.ti, I see the value of this software: my old-school
coding was just color-coding without nuances that Atlas.ti can provide at-a-glance – from
redundancies to word frequencies, to relationships between codes.
After looking at frequencies and word clouds, my next step was to look at the co-occurrences of
my codes. It turned out that a lot of them co-occur. Maybe it means that my topic is focused,
and maybe, I should be more selective and frugal with the number of codes assigned to each
quote.
I have looked at my code co-occurrence, and, so far, it looks like I have many
statements that are along similar lines like #BTS ARMY, #Yuliya and BTS ARMY, #Community
Online, #Learning on Social Media, #Yuliya on Twitter, #mental health. One of the questions I
had when it came to coding my journal was if I should create more specific codes that reflect
where the content comes from. If coding works like tagging, and there are multiple tags that
describe a certain image, what is the point of creating extra tags, unless I want to be able to
specifically access #Twitter Screenshot BTS ARMY Learning? On the other hand, I can see the
co-occurrence of the same tags in the same source which may be indicative of the population in
question – BTS ARMY, the type of discussion happening – literature, and where it came from –
Yuliya being on Twitter.
I spent some time looking at code co-occurrences which sometimes did not bring any
tangible results – just me sitting in front of the computer, reading and scratching my head,
leaving occasional notes in the journal or on the margins in Atlas.ti. Initially, it was hard to
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clearly extract meaning which made me think that I might have to come up with extra, more
specific codes, to make sure they reflect the little nuances. Eventually, frustrated with the lack of
apparent patterns among codes, I clicked on the #Social Change code, and saw the following
codes co-occurring with it:
#Behavior with Tech

#Online Presence

#BTS ARMY

#Yuliya & BTS ARMY

#Community Online

#Yuliya on Twitter.

#Learning on Social Media
First and foremost, these codes reminded me of the word cloud (Figure 5). This was one
of the connections which strengthened my belief that I was doing something right: here it was –
a correlation between the word cloud created out of the frequently-used words and codes I have
been creating. This revelation also prompted me to reflect more on the role of social media as a
vehicle for social change. Here I am, a frequent Twitter user, a part of fandom – a community,
studying my own behavior with technology and social media and attempting to analyze
behaviors of others while also learning a vast variety of things online through passive
consumption or active participation.
The more I coded, the more I tried to be accurate when assigning codes to journal
entries and screenshots, the more patterns started to emerge in such a way, that I felt
comfortable enough saying that odes that co-occurred made sense. These co-occurrences
showed me in a visual, tangible, software-based way, that there are many pieces to perception.
I know that on my own. Perceptions are like onions, or cabbages, or croissants – they have
layers, layers that touch and connect. Looking at the #Inspired to learn through BTS code
shows just that interaction of layers. Here are the codes that co-occurred:
#Behavior with tech

#Generations and tech

#Community Online

#iGen

#BTS ARMY

#Learning on Social Media
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#Pop culture

#Values

#Role models online and learning (this

#Yuliya and BTS ARMY

is one of the sections in Chapter 2 –

#Yuliya and tech

Literature review)

#Yuliya on Twitter

#Social change

Looking at these results and the others I have already mapped in my head, I was getting
ready to argue that a person who is involved in a digital community and is motivated to be a part
of it will be drawn to learn within it. When I was in the process of earning my undergraduate
degree, I have spent a significant amount of time learning about cooperative learning and its
benefits. We teachers-to-be were taught how to implement strategies to build a successful
learning community. When it was my time for pre-service teaching, I put a lot of effort into
building a learning community with my students where they would be comfortable expressing
themselves and fostering their relationship with learning while working with others and learning
from others all the while maintaining their individualism. I began to wonder during the last few
months, does individualism which is so much integrated into the American culture clash with the
cooperative learning philosophy and the community-building teachers try to practice. An iGen’er,
outfitted with technology (at least a smartphone) to express their individualism, perhaps a
lonesome iGen’er, can complete the cooperative learning-individualism loop by being a part of a
digital community. COVID-19 has also shown us that for those who have access to technology
and stable Internet, there is still a means to be connected with others. We, various smartphoneholding generations, are still able to learn, teach, have a happy hour or a baby shower thanks to
the technology we have.
It would be fair to conclude that the community we are participating in will influence our
behaviors: from how we act in the said community to how we interact with the world which may
lead to social change, strengthening of or change in values ad overall learning. These outlooks
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are, of course, based on my own participation in the fandom and my own utilization of
technology and social media.
#Learning on Social Media code had a lot of co-occurrences just because there are a lot
of layers to learning on social media. These layers have to do with how we behave with
technology, how we approach information (how we cherry-pick content online), how we critically
think (or not), what community we follow or participate in, the culture within either the community
(which may be too difficult to pinpoint) or a given thread, generations involved, the user’s
general presence online as well as how the user chooses to speak to others online.
#Message or The What code which corresponds with a section in Chapter 2 has multiple
co-occurrences as well. The message is part of communications terminology, and we have
been considering McLuhan’s specific use of that terminology – that is the effect a medium has
on users or the environment. Within the context of this research, the message of social media is
not contained in the various posts on Twitter, as much as it is the effect on our overall culture
and behavior with technology and how people continue to use social media. Illustrative of that is
a post I have read (not on Twitter) that follows a familiar pattern: a person loses a job due to
posting what they transport in their work truck, how much of it, and to where. This openness
leads to two multiple hijacking attempts of the goods the original posted was transporting. The
moral of the story – do not reveal sensitive information online.
Relating to the #Social Interaction: Depression, Anxiety, Fan Friendships, & Cancel
Culture code is the corresponding section in the Literature Review. Within it, the co-occurring
codes pertain to mental health, learning and learning on social media, community and
community online, BTS ARMY, analog world, role models and social media. Seeing these
connections is not surprising for there are multiple facets to social interaction.
The #Out of Sequence Information (Figure 6) code co-occurred with codes that related
to cherry-picking information, community online, critical thinking, discourse, learning on social
media, online perception, online speech and language, as well as my own presence on Twitter.
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Figure 12

#Cherry Picking Information (Figure 7) ties in very well with the code discussed
previously – #Out of Sequence Information. Even though at this time, I have only three quotes
associated with this code, note how many codes co-occur. Carr (2011) discusses how
technology and the overload of information change the way we sort through it. We learn to be
strategic. We must be critical of the information bites we consume. A lot of these bites are
served on social media. People express themselves differently on social media – in the digital
world – compared to the analog world. Twenge (2006) points out in Generation Me that things
said online are unlikely to be said face-to-face.

Figure 13

The next code I was curious about is #Yuliya the Millennial (Figure 14) which returned
16 co-occurring codes.
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Figure 14

These codes occurring in connection with me being a millennial is not random, and,
frankly, none of this looks (or feels) random: from the appearance of other generation names as
codes, to my presence on social media, being a part of a diverse fandom, and having
experienced analog world and grown with the digital one. iGen’ers are the millennials’ children
and the boomers’ grand-grandchildren who exchange information in the digital space.
Now that I have looked at, and placed, the relevant data, the next task will be a
substantial one. I will need to consider the data and try to make meaning of it: for myself and for
those who are considering how this affects learning and teaching iGen students, both with and
without technology. Even though I have made comments on the existing literature in Chapter 2,
outlined the rationale for my methodology in Chapter 3, and discussed my own data in Chapter
4, it is now time to put the three together. After all, you are probably curious about what this all
might mean. I sure am curious. Thus, I invite you to turn to Chapter 5 – the last one for now.
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Chapter 5 – Discussion – What All This Might Mean to You
The literature review in Chapter 2 developed a narrative of online engagement and
online fragmentation and considered how being online has changed the nature of information,
experience, and communication. You have also had a chance to explore my personal narrative
of what it means to live in that world and how I developed it. It is now time to turn our attention
to what this means to all of us, to living and learning online, and to where it may all be going.
The longer I work on this project, the more I catch myself imagining the future, and I have
always been like this: imagining what the future will hold depending on my decisions and the
decisions of others. Just like at the beginning of this thesis, Marshall McLuhan’s work (1964)
was the guide, his work will now lead us in this final chapter. McLuhan (1964) says,
…artist picks up the message of cultural and technological challenge decades before its
transforming impact occurs…, [and] the artist is indispensable in the shaping and
analysis and understanding of the life of forms, and structures, created by electric
technology. …The artist is the man, in any field, scientific or humanistic, who grasps the
implications of his actions and of new knowledge in his own time. He is the man of
integral awareness. (p. 65)
Although quite partial to art, here, my goal is to paint a picture with words. I aspire to be this
artist who has begun to pick out, extract, and verbalize the significance of what is happening to
us due to the unintended effects of being online.
At times, it seems like social media may be ruining our humanity, even though it is
labeled “social,” and being social is at the core of humanity. Social media, perhaps, is not evil of
its own, but I have not come up with the definitive answer yet. Seeing what goes on social
media may be illustrative of the evil here while of the good there – just a few taps away. Social
media was created as a force for good, but what we are doing with it may be what will cause us
to withdraw more and more from society and become numb to considering others. Depending
on your content, you may be learning positive values and picking out positive traits for yourself,
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constructing yourself into the person you wish to be. On the other hand, you may be gaslighting
others and enjoying sowing unrest and hostility, enjoying all the commotion around arguments.
Are not you curious to see the future we will come to know with social media,
technology, and the Internet at our side? Sometimes, hopelessness is overwhelming –
hopelessness associated with the lack of critical thought in people as well as the gullibility that
comes with it. And then, like a refreshing spark, you come across something opposite – critical,
constructive, polite, kind, educated, witty, and uplifting.
May 20, 2020
…in a 100 years, social media will be full of profiles of dead people: their status posts,
their pictures, arguments they had with now-gone friends or foes or random
acquaintances. It is sad, it is morbid or dark, and it is true.
Your fights, your silly posts, your gossip, your art, your thoughts at 3 am, your struggles
standing naked for the public to see will be there after you, me, and all you know are
gone. Maybe, if that platform still stands and all those profiles are not deleted, another
researcher will sort profiles by date of birth, location, gender (you know how this works).
The researcher will go on to read about music of the day, politics and politics-related
fights, maybe compare the results of political decisions with the conspiracies, truths, and
misinformation circulating; the researcher will browse through fights people had,
encounter influencers' beautifully set up rooms and outfits, read through the tips for
wellness and various its definitions.
Remember: nothing really dies on the Internet. Chances are, your profile will be studied
by someone.

This chapter is about my observations and findings between the time I have begun this
study and finished. To discuss them in this chapter, I have structured these observations in
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parallel with the literature review with a slight modification to section titles to be best reflective of
the contents under them.
Medium, or the How
Technology and the availability of the Internet have changed how we interact with and
perceive information. The mode of delivery – whether dense newspapers dedicated to business
and stock market or magazines, email newsletters, blogs, forums, news highlights, and threads
on Twitter – all influence our perception of the information in them. That dense newspaper –
devoid of images and colors – recommends itself a serious medium, while a tabloid screaming
with color, various lettering, and outright gossip-like statements does not carry a strong
recommendation.
Changing the layout of my thesis draft in Word got me thinking about the presentation of
the medium and its effect on me. While switching between the various available layouts, each
time the impression from the document was different, I noticed, and it prompted me to think that
there is a connection here to McLuhan’s (1964) “the medium is the message” concept.
The Print layout is familiar: I have used it for years, and, in fact, I have never written in
the Web Layout mode. The latter feels alien especially because it takes too long for my eyes to
travel from one end on the left to another on the right. It is too busy, sort of prolonged. Maybe it
is because I have been in academia my whole life and formatted everything according to MLA,
APA, often in print, juggling binders, and always double spacing everything. My ‘default’
document is the one with 1-inch margins, and I orient myself on digital Letter pages. In the Web
Layout mode, standard-looking vertical pages, pages that I can count and perceive as such,
disappear. Instead, at 100% zoom level, they morph into a white surface of continuous text.
There is indeed a strange continuity that does not aid me in the processing of information.
Pages are tangible: I can count them, leave comments on the margins, and size them up to an
analog Letter sheet of paper. There are multiple page ends to help me remember where I left
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off. Web Layout is a sea of text with some illustrations like islands in between. In it, my thesis
looks much smaller, almost like a blog, and I am not sure how I feel about it.
Perhaps, it is the perception of having a page count. My thesis is over 90 Letter doublespaced pages long. That seems long to me. How much is a lot in the Web layout, and what is
the measure that goes beyond selecting the whole text and figuring out the word count? Content
is the same, but the medium is different, so is its message: my thesis printed on paper looks
official, feels tangible, almost final, carrying an air of studious solemnity of a work born into
existence after prolonged intellectual labor. My thesis living as a Word document has a similar
look, but ever so slightly different feel, although it still has pages. My thesis living as a web
page, a continuous text, has an overwhelming fluidity instead. Which option would the reader
pick, I wonder? Would the reader be more likely to read a stream-like document or the one that
is more book- or journal-like? Maybe the said perceptions are formed as a result of experiences
with the written word. For example, I grew up reading printed text, and I can imagine how a
book would smell depending on the type of paper. I used to borrow books and journals from
libraries, flipped through pages, made notes, lost locations of certain ideas, and frantically
looked for needed pages, then taken my sticky notes out and returned the books. Underlining
my own books has always helped to place me in the text. To find a spot in a digital text, all I
need is a keyword or a phrase. The medium dictates the relationship and interaction I have with
it.
Message or the What: The Effects of the Online World
Our information is constantly collected, and algorithms push more information onto us.
We are drowning in content – that is very clear. Realize that your likes, your interactions, your
overall engagement on social media are collected, and you see advertisements as well as other
“you might like” content because of it.
May 25, 2020
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Written word is information. You must recall having seen that in the 21st century,
perhaps like never before, information is the most prized commodity. Information is
mined from social media and your browsing data; your information left behind becomes
the foundation for what is sold to you and what is suggested to you.
Are you scared?

The digital world is not real per se, but it can trickle into the real, analog one. Our digital
identities are not exactly real either because we create our online persona based on what we
are interested in or what we believe in. Our online presence may be liberating and feel like an
extra layer to our onion of beings, but they are not exactly real either. Just like when you put on
a VR headset: you are there, you are seeing things in 3-D, you are making decisions, but they
are not real. The you in the 3-D world is not real. The minute you take off that VR headset, you
are back in your analog reality – whatever it is, just like the characters in Ready Player One – a
movie based on the novel (Cline, 2011) by the same name. The book and movie are both set in
2045, and people escape the dystopian reality in the virtual world where their avatar can be a
customized manifestation of their desires and dreams. The film visualizes the stark difference
between analog reality and the virtual one, but it is also the place where virtual and analog
come to a clash when the protagonist finds himself crossing very powerful, and very real in the
analog sense people.
The state of technology and social media is set on customization. We can cater our
content based on how we want it delivered, and how much of it we want to see. The flexibility
and features are about us, we are told.
Millennials have been called self-absorbed (but so have iGen’ers) time and again.
Millennials were taught the self-esteem curriculum, and it may seem today that technology and
online communities could help to counteract certain self-absorption. Millennials have
experienced the “trophy for everyone” culture referenced in Generation Me (Twenge, 2006)
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which is looking to be damaging to growth as a person. Yes, we are all special in our own ways,
which does not mean that no one is then special. Taking care of one’s self does not mean
narcissism, but confidence is not grown out of nothing also. Instead, self-esteem is not
something that can be taught or grown out of nothing. Rather, it comes from accomplishing
things, overcoming challenges, building and maintaining relationships with others, while also
managing to take care of the self, community, and learning to love yourself. It is the self-esteem
for just the sake of that that possibly contributed to the rise of toxic culture online. The
individualism that is already a part of American culture would conflict with the easy self-esteem
curriculum that many millennials were taught. American individualism sprung out of grit,
perseverance, and the desire to overcome adversity on the way to the dream. So even though
individualism and self-esteem taught via school curriculum may seem to be a product of each
other, they are not.
The self-centeredness that we observe (perhaps, a product of that shallow self-esteem)
and resulting lack of consideration for others, especially online, is what is creating online toxicity
– toxicity resulting from the belief in the individual righteousness just because. But there are
things that are true, there are things that are not, and there is also the grayscale I have
mentioned earlier. But it is hard to navigate the grayscale if people are self-absorbed and
operate from the premise that everyone can only have their own truth, even though some truths
are indisputable – like collective truth or universal truth – and “alternative facts” are just not
facts.
May 25, 2020
We respect and listen to teachers because they have learned a lot; we believe doctors
because they have read a lot of books and practiced their skill; we believe scientists; we
believe people with advanced degrees because they have earned them by reading,
doing, and constructing their own claims and using the claims of others. These
connections that are formed between various sources, like rivers and streams of various
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sizes, meet at a sea which is the learner's mind. As I am working on this research and
attempting to paint a picture of a learner, I am a sea of my own, and my sources are
streams - large and small, clear and murky, coming from near and far; they meet in my
brain, mix, connect, and spill into the sea where they mix into ideas.

During my undergraduate years, one psychology professor has told us to question
everything, especially authority, which so conflicted with the idea one of my Russian teachers
has been delivering to us in a joking manner: Rule #1 - the teacher is always right, Rule #2 – if
the teacher is wrong, see Rule #1. It was a joke, but looking at the two approaches to authority,
especially years after leaving my Russian school and graduating with my undergraduate degree
in the United States, and now studying the role of social media on social interactions and
learning, my psychology professor was indeed right to tell the auditorium of roughly 150
undergraduates to question authority. We must fact-check everything because content keeps
coming, often unchecked, often shared due to the emotional impact or speaking to someone’s
ideology. Social media is killing trust in some while forcing others to believe anything they see
on their Facebook or Twitter feed. As I am working on this thesis, the US presidential election is
complete. Listening to the comments of some voters on TV citing Facebook posts appearing on
their feeds as the source for believable information makes me terrified.
Speaking of feeds, the word feed has been bothering me lately, and the amateur linguist
in me is very much into words and their symbolism as words carry power. If you check the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, the first entry and most of the sub-sections under it describes the
word to feed, a verb, as it relates to consuming or providing food, nourishment, sustenance.
When I think of the word feed, a noun, I picture food given to livestock (also an ugly word, but it
is not for this discussion). Animals consume their feed because they are hungry without knowing
what is in it: where it comes from, what it is made out of, if it is good for them, how long it will
sustain them, or if it will harm them. Now, picture your social media feed, and it is virtually the
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same unless you are a careful consumer who knows that not all information is good for you,
who checks for where the information comes from, and that, yes, some information will indeed
harm you (just search online for the mindboggling Tide pod challenge from 2018). Some of us
consume information indiscriminately just because it is there, it is given and ready for
consumption. Some of us dive in and drown without even realizing it, but also pull others in.
September 15 – 21, 2020
I’ve been thinking about how to express what social media is teaching us. The
more I think, the more I observe myself and others, the more I listen to other
professionals who have worked to build it state their concerns and fears, the more I
realize that social media is not teaching us good things any longer. Algorithms are way
too smart and uncontrollable; truth is so much harder to distinguish from lies, and we are
getting more and more impatient. The lack of patience pushes us to seek out truth less.
Me? – I have read conspiracy theories which are sometimes so well-crafted and so
“logical,” that would have I not known better, I’d believe them.

We now take days off from the Internet, and to unplug is a form of self-care. Although
hungry for information and updates, we get too tired of it. At the same time, if forced to
disconnect, some of us experience distress from being unable to be online, or others who are
used to us being online may notice that we are not there.
July 9, 2020
Today, I woke up to a Twitter DM (direct message) which almost never happens to my
personal, very BTS-centered Twitter account. One of my mutuals, a follower whom I also
follow and interact with, has sent me a checking-in message. I have been off Twitter for
the past couple of weeks, trying to cut down on the use, dig myself out of a small
backlog of school work, and just keep myself in the analog world of adult responsibilities.
“BTS did not become successful by hanging out on Twitter for hours,” thought I to myself
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as I sat down to track the work I have done in the past two weeks and read about
autoethnography.
It is almost a part of BTS ARMY Twitter etiquette, I have noticed, to leave a “rest”
message on their profile to let others know they are taking a break. Considering, I would
post something daily, for someone who does notice my tweets on their timeline, it may
be noticeable that they are missing. As I typed a thank-you message back, I felt like I
foregone the unspoken etiquette, which then prompted me to write a post.

Oh, the positive, negative, and chaotic Twitter posts I have seen. The negative ones
compel me to think that we seem to not be becoming better with social media, even though it is
our vehicle for self-expression. Twenge (2006) notes in Generation Me that technology has
made us meaner by allowing us to “be honest” behind the screen, honest to the point of
brutality, that kind that would not be expressed face-to-face very likely. Who needs to be polite
when they can say exactly what they want to a stranger from who-knows-where? These
observations prompted me to think back on McLuhan’s (1964) concept of the message when
applied to social media. Aside from making us isolated, it is making some of us antisocial. Social
media (the medium) was meant to bring us closer (intended message). Instead, it has
contributed to tearing us apart in some respects, making us meaner and overall more impatient
with others. For some, having the last word in an online argument is the goal, for others –
eliciting as much of a reaction as possible. After all, saying something witty and brutal may
come with a rush of likes, adding fuel to everyone’s fire.
In Generation Me (2006), Twenge also discusses how millennials are leading the trend
of not caring what others think. Millennials are also less likely to participate in organized religion
or community-organized recreation based on Twenge’s (2006) analysis of data. Not only are
millennials choosing their own way to interpret morals (or the word of God), but they are also
extremely open in the topics they discuss or feedback they provide – even to those older than
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them. One of Twenge’s interviewees related how only by being true to self do they feel
comfortable and authentic rather than fake. Twenge sums up the idea that for millennials, it is
more important to be true to themselves rather than to be polite. Again, social media overall
gives us the means to be as free in our expression as we would like.
Being civil or polite online is not the first thing people think about, it seems. Twenge
(2006) notes how instead of being polite, millennials are told and tell their children to be
themselves when asked what their vision for their children is. Manners is not something that
seems valued as much any longer. Growing up, I was told to be polite and civil: from being
considerate of others to addressing strangers or handling conflict, to holding a fork. My middleclass family had books dedicated to etiquette and reading body language, psychology, learning
languages, housekeeping, child development, technology, art, adventure, legends, and fairy
tales.
July 5, 2020
I did not grow up in the United States. I spent my childhood, adolescence, and
teenage years in Russia in a large city with a population of over 1 million. I have
attended multiple schools and thus had a lot of classmates in my years as a school
student. I grew up with the idea that just because something can be said, does not mean
it should.
In the US, where the First Amendment is held dearly by the public, which to me,
an immigrant, is the foundation of American values – the freedom of expression is as
attractive as it is crucial for the democratic society. Many a time has my great-great aunt
told me stories of Stalinist times.
What I want the iGen’ers to see is the beauty and power of technology that
connects them with others but also the terror that it brings with. I have heard baby
boomers say that they are grateful to not have had social media when they were growing
up for they have said plenty of things in the past that would have been undesirable to be
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broadcast on social media. People get crucified on social media and they get saved
thanks to its power. Making a mistake on social media is dangerous for it may not be
forgotten. That mistake may leave a nasty trail from rescinding a college acceptance
letter to loss of a job and a public condemnation with an everlasting reminder; a
reminder that may not be ever erased because social media follows you everywhere.
Please read 1984.

There was a time when I argued with strangers online. The last time it happened was
probably about 10 years ago. It did not generate likes; it was instead just an attempt to change
someone’s mind. I have, however, experienced the rush from likes, and I have experienced
anxiety from negative and hostile interactions online. My self-esteem has no need for validation
from total strangers for validation’s sake. Many iGen’ers who are putting so much time and effort
into social media are implicitly learning to value the opinion of strangers they will likely never
meet. Some values get distorted – whether it is filtered beauty standards or attaching self-value
and basing self-esteem on the opinions of total strangers.
I cannot seem to get over people’s honesty, or, maybe I should say, willingness to spill stories
that may have been kept to private on social media.
May 15, 2020
Since it is easy to publish content, those who produce and spread content carry
responsibility for what they put out there. Nothing dies on the Internet. Twitter is a
primary example. If you have any interest in pop culture, how many times do you recall
someone reference a “later deleted tweet.” Technology of social networks raises serious
moral questions. We know that people hide behind screens; we know that cyberbullying
and trolling are real, heartbreaking and often annoying respectively. Just like things that
can be said, shouldn’t necessarily be said – not out of fear of persecution (at least in the
US), but out of concern for whether there is the need and whether the fallout of these
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words is justified. The same applies to online speech. The caveat is that once it is
written, consider that immortal. Your written piece has a chance of outliving you, me, and
everyone you know. Not like it is going to matter days later, or will it? It is all a matter of
circumstance, your online following, and the content.

The more time we spend on social media, the more we pick up its discourse, and the
more we become comfortable navigating it.
c. May 20, 2020
We need more scholars to look at social media and its effect on learning.
Perhaps, pop culture articles are more accurate in the sense that writers in pop culture
have been paying attention and describing trends which then can be translated into
behaviors. Reviewed and used by academics as qualitative (and quantitative sources),
they may serve as a very good foundation for cultural inferences. After all, social media
is a gold mine for academics.

I have been building my self-esteem and reputation for years. I want my values and my
behaviors to be reflective of each other, and my values are based on basic human decency and
the desire for learning and education. My parents and closest family helped to set up my moral
compass that I have been tuning throughout life. I have learned from observing my
surroundings, making analog-life friends, and reading and thinking deeply. If an iGen’er or a
millennial stays online and seeks brief validation online, does not spend time on learning and
thinking deeply, instead spreading thin, then what? Where is a confidence that is founded on
education and close relationships with people in real life? The answer to this question does not
exactly exist in my mind yet, and it will take years for us to assess the societal and behavioral
changes that social media and the Internet-connected technology brought with them.
May 15, 2020
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We do spend lots of time online. iGen is notorious to be attached to its
smartphones, constantly looking down at screens. The media (in the common sense of
the word) changes frequently. There is indeed a lot to be learned, analyzed, and
speculated about communication in the age of online interactions. The result and fallout
of such a change in how we consume and perceive information will not be seen for the
next 2-3 decades.

Until then, various generations will continue interacting with the online world, and some will be
more critical of their consumption and dwelling online than others.
I think I know what it is with my love for BTS ARMY and BTS on Twitter – it is the
escape. Escape is not necessarily a negative behavior. We all escape somewhere on occasion:
books, video games, shopping, art, travel. Social media and the digital world in general give us
an escape basically for free. You like games? – you got it; you like articles? - you got it; you like
talking to random people? – pick a platform; you want to show off your various talents or
hobbies? – you can. You can also be whoever you want to be once you escape. When I
escape, I am a BTS aca-fan ARMY, mother of two cats, graduate student, traveler of all time
and space – sometimes it is real and tangible, and sometimes it is not. But my escapes to
Twitter as a means of distraction (for better or for worse) are mostly refreshing as I review
updates on the success of the group I respect and various art dedicated to it.
May 15, 2020
I like to spend time on Twitter, chatting with BTS ARMYs about art and deep
meanings behind BTS music; I use Snapchat (I think it is called Snap now) on occasion,
I have a LinkedIn page for professional purposes (even though it hasn’t been useful to
me in finding a job, I still update my resume there), yet I don’t understand the meaning
behind TikTok, and, frankly, it freaks me out. When I think about my resistance to
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TikTok, I imagine myself as an elder (after all, I have been finding more white hair on my
head).
I think one of the reasons BTS caught my eye so much is because of the authenticity of
its members and patronage of the art as well as the desire to comfort people, especially young
people. The life of a celebrity must be terrifying, and members talk about it. The life of a 21stcentury celebrity is even scarier because content never stops. The life of a regular person is
also affected by the constant current of content. The difference is, of course, that the information
– true and false – the public sees pertains to the lives of others.
The information that you see, without verification, may be wrong. It may be spread by
bots and picked up by unassuming users to bend the reality or narrative. Social media is
creating a world where all truth is perceived as subjective. Sure, millennials and subsequently
iGen’ers have been challenging various status quo and following their own moral compasses,
but that started with Generation X (Twenge, 2006), and millennials just absorbed values from
their parents, just like iGen’ers are absorbing values from their millennial parents, as well as
through absorbing the times they have been and are living in. After all, it turns out, it is not as
much the family that influences the way we see the world but rather the time we group up in
(Twenge, 2006). We do not spend our lives with our parents. As soon as we get out into the
world, we begin learning from others and accessing reality that is bigger than the one at home.
We may be taught that there must be a certain order to things or a certain standard of living. We
soon begin to notice that the world that is outside of our familiar environment has all these
facets that are well outside of our control. Soon, our experiences of certain stages of life are
more like those of our peers than our parents. Although initially a product of our upbringing, we
become the product of our times.
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The Internet and the Brain: Yuliya the Millennial and Technology
As was demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3, there is a connection between the presence
of someone on social media, their learning within the community they are participating in as well
as their mental health.
July 15, 2020
I have read an interesting thread on Twitter recently. The OP (aka original poster) talked
about normalizing self-diagnosis as far as mental health is concerned. The premise may
have been in response to guilt-tripping (and I cannot find a better word than this to
describe the act) over self-diagnosis based on [the Internet] research [as opposed to
seeing] a therapist. This thread generated a lot of discussion: over economic inequality,
healthcare cost, stigma over mental health, threats associated with being gender nonconforming, self-study, research, and other topics stemming from the aforementioned
ones.

Depending on the age of the user, the effect of social media and technology on their
behavior may differ significantly. In comparison to iGen, I have experienced more presence in
the analog world. I work and dwell in an analog academic community, but I also have an online
community I am a part of, a community through which I learn. A lot of my learning happens
online – whether structured by means of graduate school or job or unstructured when I just read
articles to help my work-induced anxiety, books, scroll through threads, and google stuff.
May 25, 2020
I am recalling numerous books I have read on my Nokia 6301 when I was in my early
teens. Snuggled up under the blanket, I would read young adult and crime stories
sometimes till dawn. I don't even remember if I could turn the brightness down, which
makes me believe my eyeballs were not amused by hours of staring at a 320×240 [pixel]
display.
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Eventually, my dad picked out an e-reader for me which served me well. Now, all I need
and more is on my giant smartphone. I can sit wherever I want, highlight passages in
various colors and leave notes.

I am very close to iGen – first of whom are born in 1995, so technically and dramatically,
I am in the group of the last, that is, the youngest, millennial cohort. Being on this brink gives an
interesting perspective. The oldest of millennials are 40 years old – people with 14 years more
of experience than me: people with careers, children, mortgages, elderly parents; people whose
experience of the analog was much more different from my own. I want to stress that when I
outline experiences with technology and social media, they are not applicable across the whole
millennial generation since some of us are 26, and others are 40, not to say these experiences
would differ across cultures. Even then, certain experiences, certain memories will be shared in
the millennial collective memory like the arrival of flip phones, the dial tone of the Internet in the
early 2000s, and the way we get distracted from tasks by smartphone notifications. Although I
am so close to iGen, it is because of these experiences of technology I share with fellow
millennials that I feel I am more representative of them rather than iGen.
I will admit: my smartphone distracts me, but I never switch it off. I am used to being
connected. I may be doing homework, but as soon as a notification chimes (especially an
unknown one), I will look at what it is. Sometimes, I would disregard, and sometimes spend a
few minutes reading – whatever that is that caught my eye. Even though I am young, I can now
compare myself to iGen (all the while feeling like an elder) and reminisce how it was in the early
2000s. If you have been around when the Internet was just becoming commonplace, you will
recall blogs and forums, and how popular they were. If you have been a computer user in the
early 2000s, chances are, you are picturing a forum and its long threads, user descriptions on
the left-hand side, and even quotes.
May 25, 2020
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I listened to a lot of music in English. Some CDs came with lyric books, so I read
and tried to sing along, memorizing words, constructions, and [whole] songs. Eventually,
as the Internet came to my home (although not unlimited just yet but the kind connected
to the phone), I began looking up lyrics of the songs I liked and their translations as well
as finding pen pals online who were located all over the world. We chatted about music,
literature, and our cultures. That was in the early 2000s, and I had no odd experiences.
The Internet has grown since then.
American pop culture has been imported to various countries, and I still
remember watching dubbed American movies where I could still slightly hear the original
speech. At that time, I have wished that I could not only understand English but also
speak it. I have read instructions written in English, various labels, listening to a single
news channel with English-spoken segments, American infomercials, and MTV. Pop
culture [was] my major gateway into learning English, while rigorous curriculum at school
taught me the mechanics, [formal reading and] grammar, and basic conversation
constructions.
Although I loved learning and going to school, I was a TV kid. I watched
cartoons, movies, and stupid TV shows. It has always bothered my dad, who, as his
patience dwindled, always sent me to read a book. Looking back, although an avid
learner, I was not an avid reader. Eventually, the more I read, the more navigated
academia, the more my English improved, the more I got attached to learning, which in
turn led me to become an English teacher. Life and choices we make truly turn out in
interesting and even funny ways. Now, as I teach on occasion, one of my favorite things
to say on day one of class is that English is my second language, and I earned a
Bachelor's degree to teach it. Students always let out a chuckle.
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I am amazed at how my phone and app use is quite consistent, and I, therefore, think
that I am a heavy user. Ironically, even though I am writing a master’s thesis, I still somehow
rack up 4 hours a day on the phone consistently. It seems fitting that I have begun tracking
myself during that specific week when my Twitter usage amounted to 12 hours. I have noticed
that the fact that my activity is tracked encouraged me to use my phone less. Every time I would
find myself scrolling through Twitter or Instagram, seeing that I have been on the phone 15, 20,
30 minutes would make me feel guilty.
My guilt, however, would fluctuate depending on what I did. Having the Internet
accessible at all times made my wonder go wild. I am curious by nature, and I highly value not
only education but also learning: if I do not know something, I will try to find an answer. Being
content with just not knowing is not enough. I think this is exactly how I have moved from an
Internet user to a student – by looking for answers right away when I needed them. Whether it
was something I just wanted to know – like the etymology of a word or had to know – like details
of some historical event, I knew where and how to gain information. The more I practiced, the
better I have become, the more this inquisitiveness solidified as a habit of mind to look things up
when I lacked knowledge. This habit of mind helped me to meet requirements as a student,
earn good grades, successfully move in the academic environment, and even collaborate more
effectively with my classmates by inviting the exchange of information. Knowing that I can find
the information I need and apply it has made me a more confident learner as well.
June 23, 2020
I indeed want to examine the way I am being in the world where I [am] daily
learning something about it by using technology and social media, mostly Twitter.
For example, tracking my own daily Twitter use in the months leading up to the
final draft of my thesis (where final means complete by the deadline to be reviewed,
graded, and recommended for graduation, meaning the work is not stagnant) were
alarming as I have seen with my eyes how much time I dwell online.
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I have stopped spending time on Twitter as much as I used to. My Twitter dwelling does
not bring tangible rewards. All I do is post into the void for my less than 100 followers to see and
occasionally interact with my posts. I am aware that I post into the void, and it does not bother
me that people do not engage with my posts. Sure, my brain has enjoyed the single instance of
large by my standards engagement, but it does not seek to replicate it. People, however, do
compete for engagement on social media. All the social media I have ever visited, the
competition is in the air.
January 19, 2020
What I saw on Weverse, me, a 25-yer-old married woman with a job, apartment,
a Master’s in progress, and two cats, concerned me deeply. I see sadness, suicidal
posts, depressed posts, and they gain no attention. Does the teen learn then that the
best statement is the positive one? Does the teen learn that they are worthy only if they
gather a ton of likes?
On Weverse, fans compete for a response from the band members. Posts
appear with such speed that, understandably, it is impossible for 7 guys to keep up.
What has concerned me even more is that some of these girls, having written a heartfelt
post and received no response, feel like there is something wrong with them, as if they
are unimportant. There has been no apparent fighting going on that I have noticed. As I
have crafted a lengthy message of encouragement, people responded with praise,
saying that kindness should be shared with everyone, especially a young person who is
miserable and asking for help.

I am continuously impressed by people who grow a significant following online. There
are strategies – from a dump of hashtags to asking to follow with “I follow back,” to paid
subscribers (and half of them are bots probably anyway). I have seen plenty of discussions of
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drama on Twitter since I have become an ARMY. Some fan accounts’ following is in tens of
thousands. I would wonder, how do these people work at their jobs, what do they do for a living,
and if they have a full-time analog life, then what motivates them to spend their free time posting
entertaining content on Twitter. I see accounts that were created in May of 2020 with a few
thousand followers. For comparison, I created my Twitter account in 2012, and I am just
approaching 100 followers. I do not ask for followers, neither do I post frequently, nor do I craft
elaborate threads that prompt people to follow me. One – I think my posts will drown in the
ocean of other content, and two – I am too busy with my analog life commitments, so I just do
not have a capacity.
I find the BTS ARMY as well as other fandom dynamics on Twitter interesting. Although I
do not get involved in drama on social media just due to the feeling like I will be posting into the
void as I mentioned earlier, I do not get much exposure to it (my timeline is curated pretty
carefully because I do not go on following sprees preferring knowing where my content is
coming from and recognizing accounts), I still get an occasional scoop of the said drama from
significant things to petty stuff and occasional evidence of mob rule. We are living in the
connected by the Internet world, that is clear. The smartphone that is with me all the time is the
major source of connection to the outside, especially now, during COVID-19. I will admit that I
love my phone. Among many things it can do, my smartphone keeps me connected with my
parents who live in a different country. But communication with family is not the only reason for
my phone use. I like Twitter, I like reading ARMY’s posts, and I enjoy keeping up with the BTS
content as well as occasional politics.
September 29 – October 5, 2020
Last night, around midnight, while drinking tea for a light boost of caffeine (hashtag
gradschool), I paused to watch Cersei’s shaming in Game of Thrones I have already
watched once. As Cersei moves deeper through King’s Landing and the gathered crowd,
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her shaming becomes more and more intense. In the end, her feet are bloody, and she
is covered with slops. The book So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed came to mind again.

I have watched with astonishment the mob moves within my fandom as well as others.
What scared me most was not the bullying or occasional name-calling, it is the larger picture
that came with it when hours later some information was clarified, some added, but online
friendships were already ruined, and the overall taste in the mouth was quite stale. There were
times when there was so much conflicting information, that I took a break from Twitter.
Eventually, I would come back and see just scarce remnants of what was happening. Seeing
some people post the “what did I miss” kind of Tweet is always amusing, to which the answer is
typically “a lot.” A lot – not only because there is a lot of action within the fandom but also
because the information is never-ending. What this never-ending information means is that we
are filtering more and more increasingly. I know I do: through delegating separate email
addresses that serve different purposes like memberships, shopping, bills, accounts,
professional networking; through unsubscribing from newsletters after finding myself deleting
them without opening; through swiping away push notifications that I have no desire to open but
I get them anyway, just in case.
Assessing the mob rule instances as well as a continuous stream of content at any given
moment, so far, my research has made me think that social media has the potential to make us
callous: because we can say whatever we want without regard for others’ feelings or attempt to
see from their perspective, and because we can warp the truth and claim ignorance or concern
ourselves not with it. Some things are despicable, regardless of the perspective, but these
extreme views aside where the ‘Block’ and ‘Report’ buttons are our best friends, the general
disagreement resulting in blocking a conversation online may be showing us that we are not
ready to truly talk to others online. Sometimes, ignoring provocation online is the best way to
move for it does not result in engagement. If the post gathers enough attention – whether
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negative or positive – it is still publicity. Maybe it is the ideological polarization that we are
witnessing through various media, or maybe it is because social media allows us to display our
views and see the views of others, but we are looking to silence those with whom we disagree
or remove ourselves from interacting with that content. This idea of removing one’s self from the
conversation is apparent in Twenge’s iGen (2018).
January 26, 2020
How will iGen’ers learn to have a rational discussion confronting upsetting and hurtful
ideas when they choose to remove themselves?

We all have a choice and means to remove ourselves or silence the content. You and I
block content on social media for various reasons: if the content is violent, if the content does
not speak to our moral principles, if the content is fraudulent, if it is spam, or anything else that
causes our discontent. After all, we are not obligated to interact with every point of view we
disagree with or which makes us uncomfortable, but we also cannot just hide from it; we at least
need to know that this point exists. Remaining ignorant intentionally is problematic. Perhaps, it
is social media that has changed our approach to free speech. Some of us no longer protect the
right to disagree with or practice civil disagreement. Instead, some people attack each other
because they can and try to silence each other because they can say whatever they want.
Unfortunately, verbal sparring sometimes escalates to the use of force. Look in the political
climate that has been created in the past few years in the United States – you even see
instances of people assaulting each other just because someone has said something they have
disagreed with and felt entitled and powerful to dispute with the force of hand or weapon.
I do not fight with people online because I see how much silly fighting happens online,
nevertheless, I see how much constructive disagreement goes on online as well, and that gives
me hope. If we are conversing online, then disagreement is part of an experience with social
media. Even though there is trolling and gaslighting, there is still lots of room for civil argument:
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with references to reputable sources, anecdotes, reasonable counterquestions – just like in
analog life.
As long as we treat social media as the place to be actually social, polite, and civil as
opposed to the Mad Max kind of land where anything goes, we have a grand capacity to build a
better, healthier world where change can be enacted without having to be there physically
present: from registering to vote to charitable giving, to learning how to take care of one's body
and psyche, to sharing art and not stealing it, sharing music, and, yes, even making money. But
we must recognize that greed – for money and one-upping another - is the folly as old as time.

Learning Through Social Interaction
Millennials have been experiencing the highest levels of anxiety compared to the
generations before them, and it is not the frequency of diagnosis that makes the numbers higher
(Twenge, 2006), and iGen’ers are also following suit (Twenge, 2018). With the increase in
independence and individualism comes the freedom to make decisions without worrying about
others. The way we grow up to see the world is more the result of the times rather than the
family we grow up in. Technology and social media have allowed us to self-absorb. The selfesteem curriculum did not help. iGen’ers, the millennials’ kids, are also growing in an
environment where uncertainty is part of the daily conversation. In a seemingly stable and
connected world, iGen’ers are anxious and lonely; disconnected seemingly.
Millennials are known to not participate in group activities, and iGen’ers do not seem to
either. An additional hit came with COVID-19 and the isolation it bought with it. Even before
social distancing mandates, but especially now, all generations are making virtual space our
space for gathering and socializing. The question would then become, what effect will this have
on the learning habits of iGen’ers. Will it amplify the already present isolation? Or will it,
perhaps, help to create more connections and potential friendships and collaborations via online
channels and bring generations more on the same page by force of necessity. We are social
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creatures, and if we are all isolated in our mini-analog bubbles, the only way to keep our
relationships with others is by taking advantage of what technology has to offer – from rotary
phones (I am sure some people still have them) to smartphones and social media.
I have previously written in a journal about my still-pinned tweet where I briefly mention
my thesis, BTS, and ARMY in it. I have posted it on March 15, 2020 which already feels like an
eternity ago. My colleagues and I have been on the work from home orders since early March.
At this time, this tweet somehow has been liked 635 times, retweeted 191, and over 28
thousand people have seen it. I have taken a picture of an article I was reading and taking notes
on and added an augmented reality (AR) emoji of myself as well as a BTS photo to it and wrote
a short post about my thesis. A large aca-fan account retweeted it, and then people started
interacting with that tweet. Even though I cited the article, I got scared that I just took a photo of
a page. I felt anxiety, the anxiety one of the participants from Twenge’s (2018) interviews
describes. I did not want to gain negative attention, me, a tiny account. I messaged the owner of
that large BTS-centered research account for reassurance and got it. The person who runs it
understood my anxiety and was sweet to converse with me and reassure me. I have not
received nearly as much engagement ever since. I have, however, got a taste of what it is like to
get hundreds of likes – it is rewarding, addicting, and nerve-racking.
The experience of social media brings anxiety with it – whether posting something that
may be controversial, receiving positive or negative reaction on a post, or being unable to get
away from a bully online. Nevertheless, we flock to social media to either silently read or actively
engage with others because there is always something new there. As the word addiction came
up in relation to the rush of gaining likes, a quote by Edward Tufte came to mind, “There are
only two industries that call their customers ‘users’: illegal drugs and software” (as cited in The
Social Dilemma, 2020). I think it means that we need to recognize how much we who have
access, as well as the means, are used to having the Internet and smartphones. It is not a
stretch to say that having no Internet connection and a dead battery causes distress, and social
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media offers us constant novelty that comes with being plugged-in, leading many to waste so
much precious time on scrolling and refreshing just to get a fresh scoop.
I have learned things on Twitter: that BTS ARMY is a community intrinsically motivated
to learn (a belief that is consistently reinforced), that ARMY tries to help each other in the
moments of hardship, that ARMY makes generation comparisons which is quite entertaining to
watch, and that it has this obvious solidarity. Just recently, I have read (and, I believe,
commented on) a thread that had to do with comparing BTS’s use of TikTok with TXT’s (a group
of BTS juniors from the same agency) – which led into a conversation of comparing millennials,
iGen’ers, and baby boomers. Upon reading that millennials are iGen’s boomers, one of the
millennials in the thread stressed that they are not anyone’s boomer, and I got a laugh out of it.
September 22 – 28, 2020
As I have been collecting stuff for a while, and I still do, it is interesting to go back and
review all the interesting things ARMYs have posted: from literature they were inspired
to read by BTS to artwork and donations. The tweets I have saved from Twitter – some
of them belong to now-“canceled” individuals – are interesting and valuable,
nevertheless.

As cancel culture becomes more and more prominent, I began to wonder, what it might
mean for learning in the increasingly Internet-connected world. Learning is about exchanging
ideas, asking questions, and making mistakes. But what if we are too afraid to voice an opinion
or ask a question online because of the possibility of an angry online mob attacking us or
mocking us? There is nothing wrong with analyzing the utterance before letting it out. There is a
saying I heard often growing up that roughly translates like this: a word is not a sparrow, and
once it is out – you will not catch it. It is also a good idea to critically analyze what we write
before making it public – something backed by another famous in the Russian language saying:
whatever is written with a feather cannot be chopped down with an axe. Even though one will
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not necessarily get prosecuted for their spoken or written utterances, they might receive quite a
bit of hate in the age of the Internet where nothing dies. Publish these utterances on social
media, and, depending on who sees them might lead to loads of praise or loads of
confrontation.
The evidence of canceling people within ARMY does not speak of the fandom overall.
There are bad apples in every family, as they say, and some people enjoy creating drama,
pitting people against each other, and seeing what happens. Some people are motivated to gain
enough traction and volume so they can push their agenda. When some see calls to cancel on
their timeline or mass email about something, others have discussions about the implications of
canceling people within the fandom as well as the importance of doing their own research and
thinking for themselves. Because of my choices when following other ARMYs, my Twitter
timeline is free of toxicity. Generalizing that ARMY is a toxic fandom, therefore, would be wrong.
Canceling and mass bullying happens everywhere online: from fandoms to politics. All it takes is
enough attention.
Looking back at the saved tweets, I see things like many ARMYs declaring how they
were inspired to look something up that they did not understand because it was mentioned in
the BTS song, how they have begun to take care of their mental health, how they have
introduced their family members to BTS and formed a bond over the band’s various feel-good
music, how they have read books because they are either mentioned by one of the band
members or are a piece of inspiration for a song. Being already interested in psychology and
self-understanding, I have read Herman Hesse’s Demian (1919/2013) and started brushing up
on Carl Jung’s psychology because BTS draws inspiration from the two. This behavior reminds
me of my undergraduate years while being an English major – making constant connections
between literature and being able to understand a text deeper because of reading something
else in the past, storing, and recalling it just in time. For example, Shakespearean allusions to
Greek and Roman mythology make sense if I am at least somewhat familiar with each, and
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Dante Alighieri’s The Inferno (1320/2001) becomes clearer thanks to familiarity with the Bible
and Virgil’s The Aeneid (19 BC/1983). Where these classic pieces come to mind because of the
required curriculum that I had to read and recall, setting out to acquire and learn on my own just
because I want to understand more is a different kind of learning, in my opinion.
May 25, 2020
Since nothing was killed, then technology, Internet, and social media will not make
learning obsolete, neither will they make literacy [and] books as we know them obsolete.
The persistence of digital technology will just change the way we approach learning and
processing of information.

And whether I begin my research on Twitter or by simply googling does not really matter. What
matters is that I am taking steps to learn more on my own accord.
Twitter is interesting, just like other social media. Sometimes you will find a dump, and
sometimes a goldmine. I have learned through multiple threads how being on Twitter has
helped people overcome social anxieties or gain access to other points of view as well as aid
their learning of a second language. From apologizing for poor English and receiving lots of
praise from others to explanations of English word usage, to elaborate Korean-to-English
translations through the linguistic lens – I have seen these instances frequently. I have,
therefore, encountered a lot of bright people, and reading their thoughtful writing has been
refreshing. Being on Twitter has also taught me that one can never be too careful of expression,
which is perfectly illustrated in So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed (Ronson, 2015). Social media
is as terrifying as it is inspiring.
March 18, 2020
What used to be only analog, that is face-to-face, is now digital. The tribalism of
local community (analog) now turned into digital, bringing cultural, geographical,
religious, etc. differences to the background. Technology also allowed the consumer to
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become a producer, receive communication based on their content, form communities
and affinity based on interest or passion, and allow for virtual communities to bring in
value like content, knowledge, affective rewards, and social capital while pursuing their
passion.
ARMY, being a close-knit community, shares a tight bond among themselves
and BTS. Max Weber (1978) describes [the] emotional community in socio-historical
analysis as ephemeral in nature and lacking organization, not routinized. This is what
BTS ARMY is. Social media allows for what Hartley called “DIY citizenship” – creating …
“identity and individuality through the process of choosing from the semiotic material on
offer” (as cited in Chang & Park, p. 268) that is various symbols and images available.
DIY citizenship allows for the creation of a social chameleon by picking the best features
found not only in the analog world but also online and adapting them to create a better
version of self with new and/or enhanced values and new behaviors, almost upgrading
oneself like one upgrades software. As cyberspace created a blending of public and
private, digital intimacy, by bringing individual experiences online which can expand
sympathy towards social and political issues, allows for BTS and ARMY members to
connect and relate to each other via common ground. Trust is almost inevitable due to
shared sentiment. BTS and ARMY entered the global stage, emphasizing social and
cultural complexities and growing a potential to drive social change.
This active participation in the BTS fandom translates into social learning from a
massive tribe of socially conscious fans of various nationalities, creeds, genders,
backgrounds, religious and political affiliations. These tribes create their own political
and ecological system by driving change through leaderless dynamics.

The participation of ARMY in various issues and gathering of various people online for
the sake of common good felt very empowering to observe and be a part of. Twitter is the place
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where many people share pieces of what I want to call a collective story, adding pieces of their
own stories to the mix. Their individual experiences just add facets to the common story learned
collectively: suffering loss, pain, or prejudice or experiencing success, kindness, happiness,
satisfaction.
Concretely, as the world is grappling with and fighting the novel coronavirus pandemic,
COVID-19 trends on Twitter here and there. All it takes is to click the trending word, and you will
see a myriad of posts associated with it: from describing the loss of a loved one dying in
isolation, to the recovery, to the side effects of the illness, as well as statements about the
handling of the pandemic by governments or individuals along with conspiracy theories and
other posts.
People will often use similar words to describe relating experiences or call others to
action, so much that some ways of expression among ARMY, for example, sound similar or the
same. Perhaps, it is due to the peculiarities of the discourse community or the Internet speak
that people learn from each other and adopt, which is an illustration of the social learning theory
at play online.
September 1 – 7, 2020
Nick Dunn [from Gone Girl] mentions how the media and easy access to it has
taken away the wonder and soul as we are a collection of images we get from the
movies and social media. How similar it is to DIY citizenship, I thought, which has this
bright hue to it – we adopt the qualities we see in others that we would like to grow within
ourselves. Nick, however, gave the buffet of traits a much staler taste: if we are all
playacting our reactions, then there can be no soulmate for us because we have no soul
having played back reactions and even feelings we have already seen and second-hand
experienced. I thought about this seemingly unrelated to my master’s thesis statement
for a few days. What if Nick is right at least somewhat? What if the things we learn are
just as vaguely real as our DIY from the Internet selves? What if cherry-picked
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information creates only an illusion of acquired knowledge? Sure, these thoughts may be
correlated with an impostor syndrome somewhat.

Nick Dunn’s (a character’s) vision clashes with an idea of DIY citizenship. Nick Dunn is,
however, a millennial who aspires to be a writer in the digital age. At the same time, based on
his logic, no reaction may ever be authentic because we have already seen it somewhere, so all
we do is play-act the reaction – either in real life or on the Internet when having discussions with
people. I just do not think it is this black and white.

Role Models Online: Learning Among BTS ARMY on Twitter
By finding someone to look up to online, we form communities of admirers. Be it an
analog chess or softball club, or a massive fandom dwelling mostly online, there are lots of
interactions and opportunities for learning. This learning is not intentional. Instead, it is
unstructured, sudden, and prompted by push notifications.
It is very interesting to talk to other millennials. There is this general trend of millennials
suggesting individuality, focusing on self, and following dreams or plans to get where one wants
to be. Twenge’s Generation Me (2006) comes across as snarky here and there in the
discussion of millennials. Coding my Twitter screenshots made me think deeper on the fact that
BTS members are also millennials mostly, with the youngest, Jungkook, being among the first of
iGen (at the moment of writing of this sentence, he is 23 years old). Although I have not been in
the fandom for a long time, I have listened to the whole BTS discography – that is the albums
the group released for sale since the debut in 2013 – at least once. The reoccurring motifs in the
septet’s music are friendship, confronting the odds, self-love, self-acceptance, selfdevelopment, self-search – all in all, self-empowerment which takes work – all of which seem to
be in the middle of the millennial approach to life. BTS is known to comment on the struggles
young people are experiencing everywhere, and the band’s goal is to not only support youth
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through their music and social media engagement but also through private and public gestures,
striving to bring comfort to many people all over the world.
Such message finds home in the hearts of millennials and iGen’ers as well as listeners
of other generations who may believe that “No man is an island entire of itself” (Donne, 1624),
that loving and respecting one’s self is necessary for a wholesome being when there is so much
out in the world that can tear us down showing a multi-layered image:
1. that BTS ARMY is not a fandom comprised of only screaming teenage girls – a vulgar
representation that goes back to the discourse dismissive of female fans and boy bands
alike,
2. that social media is raising self-hatred in us, and music can be a cure for that,
3. that community involvement goes past local borders thanks to technology,
4. that a fandom, inspired by a good message, becomes a force for good that moves
without a command of the role model,
5. and that learning to understand self can help with building bonds with others.
September 29 – October 5, 2020
Based on my experience with Twitter, I have seen evidence of social change both within
the BTS ARMY community – be it charity donations to causes to commemorate
members’ birthdays or matching $1 million donated by BTS to the Black Lives Matter
cause. Since BTS ARMY is a vast community, it is this community power that ARMY is
able to leverage to bring change. Through participation in charities, educating each other
on various causes, learning happens right on social media in a completely unstructured
and unsupervised [by authority] environment. Large accounts, by being consistently
present, are able to reach large audiences which in turn may be what often gets others
involved.
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Even though Twenge (2018) outlines the trend that iGen’ers are different from
millennials in their desire to play it safe and being more pragmatic, realizing that they may not
be able to be whatever they want to be (something that millennials grew up with) – they just
want to be able to have a job to sustain them consistently, iGen’ers still seem to enjoy the art
that tells them to look for their own way and indeed learn to love themselves. Indeed, this is an
increasingly competitive world we live in, and the gap between haves and have-nots is widening
consistently. To make it and remain stable means to make good decisions, get good grades,
make it to college, graduate from college (often with massive debt), find a stable job, and
eventually get married. iGen’ers, based on Twenge’s (2018) research, are not as
entrepreneurial as the generations before them. Growing up during the recession, iGen saw
crumbling businesses and their college-educated parents struggle with finding employment. On
social media, they see lavish lifestyles and all-around glam displayed by influencers. Even
though this is not the life most people live, want it or not, comparisons arise and bring some of
us down.
Based on what I have seen online, iGen’ers need to learn to love themselves in a
healthy way – the way that would protect them from being affected by cyber-bullying and
messages of what “perfection” looks like. The good news is that many iGen’ers and millennials
are harnessing social media to deliver just that message – that there is no one right way to look
or be and that we should take care of ourselves, those around us, and ignore toxicity and
judgment. The content you receive depends on who you follow and what you consume, and the
content found online is endless, and notifications keep coming for users’ attention. We keep
getting distracted: from work, from the page of a book, from a conversation with someone in
front of us.
I often find myself wondering about all the lonely people online. Now that the world is
dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic, social media is something that connects us. March of
2020 was when my University campus was closed to visitors and students, and we began
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working from home which has stretched into the end of the year. All our operations that can be
handled online have been continuously handled online. My life outside of work has also seen
changes, and the world has been relying on tech to keep everyone connected. Nevertheless,
we feel the weight of being detached from others. Pre-pandemic, we were connected no less:
still had interactions online, scrolling through endless feeds of information. Now, we scroll not to
just pass time but to catch up, but, perhaps, virtually partake in the experiences that are
currently impossible in-person which is more of an escape rather than partaking, still. Just like
we used to watch reality shows to escape our own tangible realities, we now immerse ourselves
online to get out of our living quarters. I have mentioned before how I feel empty after spending
a lot of time on social media. I get to see all those different lives people live and choose to share
with others.
July 29, 2020
I enjoy discussing my thesis with people because it is relevant: people are on
social media, and they spend significant time there. As I am sitting in my hairdresser’s
chair, I bring up how BTS and ARMY appear in it and why. After an exchange about the
Map of the Soul 7: Journey release and the song “Stay Gold,” he asks if I have heard
Lauv’s “Modern Loneliness” – something that relates to my work and may be helpful in
illustrating some ideas we have been discussing.
I listened to the song two days later. Interesting it is how an artist can create a
mood in a bit over 4 minutes. The song is melancholic, but, despite the sadness of
words, the chorus’s tune is upbeat really. The song mentions loneliness, baggage we
carry, darkness we find ourselves in, and how “we are never alone but always
depressed.” There are friends we hardly ever have live interactions with. Lauv also
makes a point to mention how addictive it is. Lauv really paints a picture in 4 minutes –
something Twenge (2018) spends a book discussing.
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Sophocles said, “Nothing vast enters the life of mortals without a curse” (as cited in The
Social Dilemma, 2020). What this information overload means for education is multifold: that
teachers will be competing with smartphones and social media, that the need to recognize truth
from lies is an increasingly needed skill, that some information will be getting lost amid other,
louder information, that our expression online now has real, analog life consequences, that
nothing really dies on the Internet, but also that someone who wishes to learn and develop has
a plethora of places to go to learn, that this person can find a community of people regardless of
geographical location. It also means that our way of teaching will be increasingly in need of
change and enhancement, that our habits of dealing with information will be increasingly
changing, and that there will be some effect on the brain and our society that we will see later.
As far as social interaction, perhaps, the bombardment of information will reduce our patience,
making the need for communication as concise as possible but also that the absence of context
in online communication (or, better say, the lack of patience to go seek out that context) will
possibly keep communication online, well, difficult. All the information that a user makes
available to the public may be a weapon against them and looking at someone’s Facebook or
Twitter feed will be enough to determine what this person is about. Our online personas will
again spill into the analog world.

Skilled Info Hunting
Perhaps, it is time to pause and explicitly state before I proceed that I am by no means
against social media or the Internet. I was growing up watching both develop and turn into what
they are nowadays. I have made friends, lost friends, done research, purchased books, found
videos I have forgotten existed, and connected with some of my teachers from years ago. I see
my classmates from elementary school and middle school get married, have children, and grow
overall. The Internet provided me with the means to learn in various ways. It helped me tackle
statics and coding homework and locate a source despite my vague search terms. The Internet
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is the artificial memory constantly expanding. The Internet “knows” things, so I sometimes do
not have to, and if I forget, I can just look them up.
Working on this section was, perhaps, the most challenging because it has forced me to
look at my own approach to search for information with as critical of an eye as I can manage. I
scout the Internet for answers and use word search when deciding if the source contains what I
need. I skim around keywords and skip passages. This is the type of information hunting that
comes in handy for a student who must multitask and tackle multiple classes over the semester.
Because there is lots of content to sift through, speed reading as well as taking advantage of the
tools technology has to offer is the way to mine information.
May 2, 2020
I open Twitter on a given evening, and, since it is catered to my interest, my content is
centered around BTS. On a given day, I encounter information that has no logical
sequence, unless it is presented as a thread.

I mine information and arrange it in order that makes sense from the writing perspective. I also
occasionally fall victim of cherry-picking, assuming without further verification. To me, who
taught students how to identify legitimate sources, or who has been in academia my whole life,
making such errors hits my confidence, but we all make mistakes. In the age of social media
and information spreading with incredible speeds, verifying everything is an absolute must.
Aside from hunting for content to use for narrative, there is also a different kind of
hunting.
July 21, 2020
Some users make it their point to hunt for comments that can be stirring and or
provocative, while others make it their goals to just criticize and troll (Burns et al., 2020).
It is no news that jobs, careers, and futures have been ruined due to careless or
blatantly stupid social media behavior. Social media, although digital, has blended itself
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with the analog world, and while in the analog, face-to-face interaction context is more
transparent and discernable as “individuals present themselves in response to the
immediate context” (Burns et al, 2020, p.185), social media makes the said context
blurry and not easily discernable.

This is the type of hunting we do to in a way figure out others: whether it is recruiters scouting
social media of potential hires, students looking for their teachers, or co-workers seeking out
each other or their boss. If someone wronged us, we may be hunting, if we are trying to get
back at someone, we may be hunting for compromising posts or comments, if we are trying to
call out someone’s hypocrisy, we may be hunting for their older posts to bring up.
Aside from textual hunting, technology has given us the means to hunt for information
using images or sound. Your smartphone very likely has a feature to point your camera at a text
and find a translation for it, identify a bug by taking a photo of it, or identify a song by letting your
phone to listen to the sound. Internet-connected technology is giving us the means for instant
gratification by finding virtually anything you need right away. From there, to make hunting even
easier, it will remember what we were looking for.
May 25, 2020
I am constantly signed into my Google account on my frequently used devices, so my
search results and feeds are synced between various gadgets. It is convenient. It is very
strange not being signed in.

Staying signed in makes it easier to recall things: things I have googled, watched, visited, and
driven to. It is convenient to be matched to a restaurant based on my previous choices. It is
convenient when my search engine “knows” me, helping me figure out answers to my questions
more efficiently. Certain insights technology, especially Internet-connected technology, offers
are fascinating to say the least. My apps know lots about me, and I just always hope that my
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data are safe. Being safe online should be on every user’s mind: from accessing information to
interacting with people.
In the consumerist and fast-paced world we find ourselves in, in our hunt for information,
entertainment, and updates, we must never lose sight of what makes us human: thinking,
feeling, emotion, and imagination come to mind first. Everything Internet-connected technology
and social media offer to us keeps us stimulated, and it opens doors for us. As we will continue
to increasingly rely on the Internet and technology with the passage of time, we need be critical.
Internet has made us more skilled information hunters and empowered us as learners.
Assessing myself and my learning over the past year, my interaction with technology, my
behavior online, and reflecting on the world around me has significantly widened my field of
vision, and I hope that you, reader, have widened your world a little more by traversing these
pages.
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Conclusion
In the age when technology is omnipresent for a large number of people, iGen is so very
connected that for iGen’ers who grew up with powerful tech and developed Internet, it would be
incredibly challenging to just remove themselves from it. Even millennials who have
experienced the transition in their young years probably would not be able to imagine their lives
without their smartphones and the Internet. The pervasive use of technology and the Internet
brings various results, including results unintended. Some intended and promised results that
we have seen already are increases in productivity and immediacy of communication, overall
connectedness, social engagement, and even confidence, allowing all of us who use Internetconnected technology to craft and upgrade our identity in the digital and analog world. Other
results are not what we were promised, like loss of patience, distractions, disinformation,
increased loneliness, digital bullying, depression. Internet-connected technology and social
media have so many sides to them. The discussions surrounding them, therefore, cannot be
black and white. Rather, they live in the gray, just like many other topics in life. No one is taught
how to navigate the gray area explicitly, but there is a place where we acquire this skill under
supervision – school, namely, in humanities where we are assigned to analyze fictional or real
situations from multiple angles, argue with the author, character, self. We can do so more
effectively if we spend the time thinking and reading what is either on the paper pages or our
screens.
We are learning the scale of legitimacy based on the way the source looks, and the
presentation of information affects the size of the grain of salt we take it with, yet many still
wholeheartedly believe and share something they saw on Facebook or Twitter without critical
thought. As the major source of distraction, the smartphone and its connection to the Internet
may be the means for shallow learning: from cherry-picking and headline reading to falling down
a rabbit hole for a few hours and scrambling to catch up on things that matter in the analog life
afterward.
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It has been established multiple times that content is never-ending online. This
abundance creates in us an insatiable hunger for information, hunger for updates, hunger for
more entertainment. When we want to kill time in line, we go online. When we have a free
minute at lunch, we will check our email. In transitions between classes, phones come out.
Ironically, this hunger and its satisfaction at the same time lead to exhaustion from being
constantly updated. There is no other way to navigate but to sort, block, filter, and occasionally
escape.
When social media seemingly brings out the worst in us – impatience, laziness,
addiction, and to us – the mob rule and cancel culture, bullying, anxiety, depression, death,
spreading of misinformation and violence, it is also bringing the good together: organizing
marches for social change, registering to vote, making shattering geographical and even
language barriers, making multinational and multicultural communities of fans gather in support
of each other and fundraising for charitable causes; social media opens doors for selfpublishing, self-care, and DIY everything, including citizenship. In a time where education is the
means to boost one’s chances to make it and hence must be done, intrinsically motivated
learning is the purest in its kind. A strong connection to a role model can serve as an inspiration
driving further learning. A supportive community of passionate and dedicated individuals can
create a safe environment online – an environment where entertainment, conversations,
creativity, exchange of ideas, and subsequent learning can take place at the same time.
In the world of seemingly disengaged and disconnected iGen’ers and lonely millennials
attached to their tech, it is technology, the Internet, and social media that are aiding many in
finding others to share interests and pains with. Our attachment to the digital world is isolating
us from the analog one yet inviting us to the endless digital one. Our entertainment is
personalized, and there seems to be no need to cooperate with others when we can just block
them. Socially, we are experiencing a variety of changes. Aside from the societal changes
related to our online dwelling, the effect this ever-connectedness is having on education, and on
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how people learn may be one of the most far-reaching and profound unintended consequences
on how iGen’ers are interacting and learning online. Internet-connected technology allows for
enhanced and endless learning, and it also raises iGen and changes millennials to be skilled
information hunters – pragmatic and very speedy.
But what are the implications of becoming a skilled hunter who hunts in the moment?
We are not building and utilizing skills on a higher level of Bloom’s Taxonomy – skills like
analysis, evaluation, and creation. We are not exactly building the sophistication of thought by
just looking things up. Working memory does not hold information for a long time, and without
filing the information away and making connections, the new knowledge will disappear. Yes, we
remember where to look and how; we can interpret the language, and we are able to apply the
looked-up information to the context we needed the information for, and then move on.
By consistently operating on the lowest levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy, we may be
spreading too thin. By operating on the lowest levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy – that is on the
googling-answers level – shallow learning becomes the way of operating. Instead of encoding
and repeatedly retrieving in various circumstances, the newly learned information seldom sticks.
When the whole can be butchered and singled out to fit the narrative, the new creation is devoid
of depth. When the overload of content leads to cutting corners in the chase for a finished result,
this is when learning suffers.
If standardized testing is operating on the basic comprehension level and if answers to
pretty much all questions can be found on the Internet, then on the extreme level there is no
need to force yourself to create meaning through synthesizing sources and views. If you look at
Bloom’s Taxonomy, evaluating and generating (or creating) are at the top of the Taxonomy.
Generating something new is difficult without synthesizing all acquired information, analyzing it,
and evaluating it objectively regardless of whether this information contradicts your already held
beliefs.
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Even though our digital selves do not really collide with our analog selves in the real
world, Internet-based services like social media are creating avenues for the two to collide.
Depending on how someone utilizes their social media, they may be opening themselves up for
unhealthy and unsafe interactions that may trickle into their real lives. Specifically, if someone is
being bullied in the analog world, now it is almost impossible to get away from the bully by just
going home or moving to a different town. Social media opens up avenues for the collision of
analog and digital, and thus adding anxiety and becoming a real threat to someone's mental
health and even physical health or safety. I have been harassed online as a teen, and I have
experienced anxiety logging in, and I am sure, many of you can relate. Young people are
already stressed, and it looks like they have always been. Not only do they need to learn how to
safely use social media, but they also need to learn how to not allow its toxins in.
The goal for teachers should be not teaching the silly self-esteem curriculum millennials
have experienced but rather teaching students how to build resilience. Teachers can spend time
fostering the growth mindset in students through the practice of welcoming criticism, welcoming
feedback, and assessing that feedback from various points of view. True, the Internet and social
media are giving us tools to block and report undesirable content, and it is a wonderful feature
for social media. In analog life, however, we cannot just block people, even though we can
disassociate from them. Life is about navigating differences and learning to if not change
someone then be able to work with that person and build common ground as it is possible to
manage. Instead of hiding or escaping discussions that may cause distress, iGen’ers can learn
to deal with this distress by analyzing it and evaluating it against existing mental models. Mental
models, as briefly discussed at the beginning of this work, are formations nested in the longterm memory and based on experience, storing, and retrieval of information, making
connections, updates, and storing them again. The availability of technology, the Internet, and
social media gives us endless access to information, and, as I have discussed earlier, this
information needs to be assessed critically. Teaching how to navigate the world of constant
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updates and bombardment of information and discerning what is trustworthy will often rest on
the teachers’ shoulders, as well as to guide students on how to navigate their digital presence.
Role models are accessible online. By illustrating and assessing my interactions with
BTS ARMY, I have demonstrated how much influence a digital community has when connected
by the shared admiration towards a strong positive role model. Teachers are inherently
trustworthy exactly because they are teachers, I think, and I am inclined to believe that the vast
majority of educators have gone into this profession with pure motivations. Let the teachers be
the role model in the classroom: not the robotic one speaking from a pedestal, but passionate,
honest, with faults, driven, frustrated occasionally, kind, funny, human – all these and more
qualities that teachers possess.
As far as future research, we need to collect and analyze how much 21-century
technology affects retention in iGen and its overall approach to learning. We can begin asking
questions about the change in technology and Internet use depending on a variety of variables,
and we can ask why iGen’ers are online. This is something that can be aided by longitudinal
studies as well as self-observation. Standardized testing does not seem to be going away, so
we can keep comparing performance throughout the years. Additionally, as there is a correlation
between social media use and the signs of anxiety and depression, we need to keep tracking
whether it changes with age as well as keep providing mental health services and continue
having open and honest conversations around mental health, aiming to make mental heth care
widely accessible.
I want to finish on a positive note. Although this research that I have conducted on
myself as well as the literature I have surveyed made me descend into glum occasionally, I
have made it my goal to see the positive. We have the potential to erase borders for learning.
We are all learning from each other on the daily basis in the analog world. We are doing the
same online. There is so much strength in positive fandom dynamics because fandoms are
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intrinsically motivated. Perhaps, it is communities – in both analog and online world – that can
inspire us to go on learning.
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